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CHAPTER I 
A PARAD:mE IN TBE WIIJ)ERNESS' 
As one travels. the well-paved streets ·o:r Beverly. today, it is 
difficult to imagine that only a :few hundred years ago this was a wilder-
. . 
ness inhabited only by Indians who made a living 'by hunting, fishing, and 
:farming. 
Nat'ilral Setting 
Location. The township of Beverly, in Essex County, Massachusetts, 
. . . 
is bounded on the north by Wenham, on the east by' Mancheste:r, on the west 
by Danvers, and on the south by the waters of Massachusetts Bay and the 
1 
channel of its own harbor, which separates it !rom Salem. · Beverly 
measures about six miles in length and. has a:Il average width of three 
miles.2 It lies eighteen miles north of Boston and is about two hundred 
forty miles from New York City. 
Topography. Although the land varies greatly, the general appear-
ance is hilly. Won:e of these hills rises to an altitude approaching a 
mountain, but they provide beautiful scenery. The surface of the land 
tends to slope eastward toward the ocean, ·which is.· of gr~t admtage 
' ' ; : . .: . . .... . 
to the farmer. In many areas the land is rocky and unproductive, yet 
other portions of the land are . fertile and more easf+r. cultivated. 
. . 
Natural resources • The soil of Beverly is made up of yellow 
lsee 11Map of Beverly, rr Appendix A, p. 122;. 
2stone, B. M., History of Beverly, p. 1. 
:Boston Uni vareit\1 
School of·Educatiott 
Lib:t:ary 
.. ;.....a· 
loam and gravel with veins of clay and sand. At one time these were 
used in the making of bricks and pottery. Natural elements such as 
peat and seaweed were found and used as fertilizers. 
The ·geological structure is granitic, especially in the. east-
ern half whicll, ·. e:ttends to the headlands of Gloucester and Rockport. 
A few of the rocks along the S.hore strips are older and more thor-
oughly crystalline. ·The western portion lies ~ry close to the 
primitive rock •.. Some o~ the ledges contain specimens of iron com""'. 
. . 
'pound, green feldspar, and ore of tin). 
.. . . ; ·' ' 
The only_ ore discovered in sll:f'ficient quantities for use. was 
an inferior quality of bog iron foUnd near the present railroad sta-
tion of MOntserrat •. Today it is indicated by a chalybeate spring, 
locally known as ttrron Mine Spring;.tt 4J_though the water from the 
spring has .been used for medicinal purposes, it never became a pre-
scribed remedy for those seri~uslyill. 
Beverly conta.in:s no large bodies of water within its boundaries. 
·The largest is Wenham Lake, which lies only _partially within its bound.;.. 
aries. It is so~e three hundred twenty acres in area and lies thirty-
. four feet above sea level.. At: a much ~rlier time it was known as 
11Great Pond." Wenham Lake has played an important part as a boundary 
and often is mentioned in deeds and grants of land •. Perhaps more 
. . . 
charming is Beaver Pond, twenty acres in area, .seel'Uded among the· 
. . . 
pine woods, not far from the Wenham line. Th~ only others are Round 
3ober, F. A.; "Beverly," in History~ Essex County, vol. 1, 
p. 674. 
Pond in North Beverly, and Little Pond, not far from Beaver. Bass 
River takes its rise near the western boundary of the first parish 
and :flowing in a southwesterly direction, unites with Porter• a River. 
Th~se rivers .Partially fo~ Beverly Harbor. The brooks of any iln-
portance are Alewife Brook going into Ipswieh River, one in the area 
of the old East Farms School, and those rmming under Hart• a Bridge 
and ~hisselt s Bridge •. · 
As J obn Smith and his men coasted by the headlands of lJfagnolia, · 
Manchester, and Beverly Farms, he described it as "the paradise of all 
those parts•tt4 
Early explorers found a land rich in vegetation and woodlands. 
.. .. 
The native trees in .this area were the piD.e, oak, white· ·maple, hemlock, 
. . . 
and birches which made up the greater part of the wopdlanda. Others of 
less importance were elln~ butternut, ash, cherry, and red and white · 
cedar •. The fields and woods furnished many- usefUl roots, herbs, and 
. . 
berries.· The thorn, dogwood, fever<?bush, alder, savin, sweet fern, and 
bayberry made up . a part of the smaller growth; some of these were used 
for medicinal purposes. Native fruits such as strawberries, blueberries, 
. . 
blackberries, huckleberries, elderberries, cherries, and grapes were 
also found in abundance. Wild flowers added fragrance and beauty to the 
countryside. They were laurel, more commonly known as .lamb kill, bear-
ing clusters of rose colored flowers; the side-saddle flower; the cardi-
nal flower; the swamp pink; the .side flowering scul1eap, recommended 
~mith, John, nThe Description of New England," in Capt. lglm 
Smith Works, p. 204. · 
specifically for hydrophobia;. the violet; the lady slipperJ the wild 
primrose; and the Solomon t s seal. · 
4 
Forests and fields alike hll1lUlled·with wildlife as birds and beasts 
roamed the territory. It .. would not have been uncommon to have seen 
bear, deer, moose, otter, marten, wolf, fax, skunk, or weasel stealing 
through the forests. Overhead, the same birds we lmow today would have 
been singing their songs. 
All early reports tell us that the waters were literally teem-
ing with fish. From the ocean came the whale, codfish, shark, cunner, 
lobster, clatil, mackerel, herring, and many others. Salmon were often 
found in the rivers •. 
·Indian Inhabitants 
~ Agawams• Beverq was a possession of Masconomo, known to 
the .settlers as ·usagamore John," chief of the. Agawam Indians who dwelt · 
itt these parts. .His land claims extended from the Merrimac River south 
to the Bass Riirel", and from Andover, once known as Choehicewick, to the 
coast of Massachusetts ~ay.; 
These Indians were rriendly toward the English who came here to 
settle, and Ma.scon~mo freely granted generous portions of land to them.· 
. . 
One possible reason for this show Of friendliness may have been the 
' ; : . .· . ·., 
hope that these settlers would help serve as a protection against 
.their bitterest enemies, the Tarrantines, who lived on the east side 
or Penobscot Bay in Maine~6 
Records tell,us that several times these Indians did receive aid 
from Governor Efuiecott when trouble _with the Tarrantines arose~? By 
. ·the year 1700 very few descendents or Masconomo remained, and being· 
·without possessions, a: claim was set. up to the township territory by . 
his grandchildren. . The inhabitants of the town were aware of. t® fact 
that these land claims wer~void but paid them 6 pounds, 6 shillings, 
and s pence8 and took a formal deed. of the property.9 
On one of his voyages to New England, John Smith wrote of the 
land and Indian inhabitants: 
And surely by reason or those sandy clifts, and clifts 
of rocks, both which we saw so planted with Gardens arid Corne. 
fields, and _so well inhabited with a goodly, strong, and well 
proportioned people,.besides the greatnesseof the Timber grow-
ing on them, the greatnesse of-the Fish, and the moderate tem-
per of the aire (for of five and forty not a man was sicke, but 
two that were many yeares diseased before they went, notwithstand-
ing our 'Qad lodging and accidental diet) who can but 'approve this 
a most excellent place, both £or health and fertilitie: and of 
.. all th~ four parts of the world I have yet seene not inhabited, 
·. could _I. have but meanes to transport a Colony 1 I would rather 
live here than anyWhere, and if it did not maintain itself, were 
we but once indifferently well fitted, let vs starue.lO 
6smith,- Jolm; The G'enerall. Historie S2f. Virginia, New England, and 
~ Sttmmer Ilea, p. 192. · ' · 
7Felt, J. B., 0_Historical Notices of Ipswich and Hamilton,tt His-
torical Collections .Q! ~.Essex Institute. 4;225, October, 1862. 
8Pound, shilling, and pence are terms referring to English money. 
In United ptates money_ they are worth about $2.82, J4 cents, and 1 cent, 
respectivel1. · · · 
9st· · ·t .,':I one, .QE• ~., p • .~.,.;~• 
lOsmith, .sm. cit., p. 184. 
: ·' 
. Banks of shells, remains from, their fea~ts, speeilriens of domes-
tie utensilS' a11d implements of wai- ~nd the chase have been found. The. 
. . 
lands by Wesi'Beach may haVe at one. time been an Indian camp site, as 
. . . 
. . . ' 
a great number of • Indian relies hav~ b.een collected here. One collec-
tion was _given to Phillips .Andover Academy.n Another was collected . 
by :Mt-.. R.. E. Grush and presented to the Beverly Historical Society.. . 
Some of these. implements were the grooved stone ax; used for choPPing 
and cutting; grooved hammer, a rottnded ston~ to which a handle could 
be attached; pendants and trinkets of' shiny stone; scrapers, used itt 
:scraping hides and fish; spearpol_nts; arrow:P.eads; net sinkers, ~ed 
in their fishing; the pestle, a long, round rock used :e-or. pounding 
corn .i.n. a mortar; a:nd chisels .and gouges, used in making dugout 
· canoes .. 
Encampment• .The Indian dW:eliings were. opnical shaped wigwams 
. . . 
made of poles stuck in the ·gro.und, bent together, and fastened at the 
top with the bark of some .tree or fibrous· root~ The .sides were eoy-
ered with mats, bouglas, or skins ... ·• At the top was a hole .. for the smoke· 
of the central :fire to escape. The wigwams varied in size according 
to the number living withill. Some of the larger wigwams were sixty 
feet in. length and thirty feet in width .. 
The· inside ·f-urnishings were .·few -and pla:i.n. They used no • chairs 
or stools and slept on.trlats, eoveringthemselves with the sk:ixls of.ani-· 
. mals which they a;essed with the halr on •. ·For .light ther used the' 
' - . ; . . . .. ' . . . . . . . .. 
llLo~ing, K. P., uThe Ear:;Liest Summer Residents of the North· 
Shore: and Their Hotises,u ·Historical Collections .9!. thei Essex Institute · 
6St203~ J'ul~, 1932-. · .
. 1'. 
6 
pitchy splints of the· pine tree, split in two, which .burned brightly • 
. They had water pai~s of birch bark, baskets, .dishes made of clay,-· and 
spoons. Shells and gourds were used for storing corn and for carrying 
Occupations. _ The Ag:;1wam Indians lived by hunti.rig, farming, and 
fishing, and did not travel as extensively as some of the Indians of. 
their time. 
' ' 
The early sprir!.g was spent on the fishing grounds. Fish were 
plentiful arid ·easily caught wlth nets, spears, the bare. bands, or .by · 
striking them with sticks.· It:was not uncommon for the_ squaws, or 
wives of the Indi~ns, to·d~ a great deal of the fishing • 
. When· the planting season arrived, the tribe moved to its S1lllllD.er 
fields. ' Each family pad its own garden of corn, beans' pumpkin, squash, 
and artichokes cultivated with hoe~ of. stoi:ie, wood, or clam shells and 
fertilized.by fish• 
The. Indian method of preparing corn was to seep or parboil it 
iD. water for twelve hours) then to po'tmd the grain in a mortar until 
' ' 
it was a coarse meal. It was -then sifted through a closely woven bas-
.,' . ·- . . . 
· ket. Today we still ~se some of the Indian :D.a.ines for various eorn 
. dishes, such as hominy, pone, and suoeota:sh, the last named being a· 
mixture -of corn .and beans. 
Pumpkins~·-·or.:'ttpompions;rt as· they were_ first called, were strung· 
arid dried. for winter use. From this they ·had stewed pumpkin and pun!p-
kin bread. 
The men''hunted and 'trapped the many axdmals of the forest. ·The 
meat from these· animals' was preserved l:>y cutting in st:rips and smoke-
7 
0 
·~· 
drying. The hides were used as a part of' their shelter and for their 
clothing .. 
Customs. ·Their clothing was made largely from the hides and :f'txrs 
of' the animals they 'bunted. The men wore d~essed buckskin shirts, leg- · 
gings, moccasins, and fur caps in the winter. In the summer the breech 
clout and moccasins were their only garments. Women wore leggings also 
and long gowns decorated with fringes and palnted with simple designs. 
s 
The faees of both the men and women were often painted or tattooed 
with designs of beasts, such as the bear, moose, deer 1 a:ad ·wolf;. or fowls, 
such as the eagle and hawk. The men plucked their beards, and the hair 
style depended upon their sex:, age, and station in life. 
The weapons most commonly used were the wooden bow strung with-
moose sinew, and wooden arrows tipped with bone or stone and carried in 
otter skin quivers. The tomahawk was the weapon to be used in warfare, 
with bark shields used for defense. 
The Indians divided themselves into three social classes.- There 
were those of royal blood, including the sagamores, shamans, elders of 
the council and subordinate chiefs; commoners or freemen with rights to 
the tribal lands; and outsiders of alien blood, usually captives, with no 
12 
tribal rights. The office of head chief, or sachem, was hereditary and 
was commonly reckoned through the female line. 
Law and order were maintained in very simple ways. If a man were 
wronged, those related to him were held responsible for seeing to it that 
proper restitution was made. Murder was punished by the kinsman of' the 
12Gaer, Joseph, Massachusetts, A Guide to Its Places and People 
p. 21. 
9 
victim. I t was fairly common for an Indian to have more than one wife, 
and divorce was approved and frequent, this right being used by both the 
men and the women. 
Elaborate ceremonies were held to celebrate the harvest; others 
concen1ed the sun, rainfall, and plentiful game. Smoking held definite 
significance in all of these ceremonies. They worshipped two gods; the 
good god was cal1ed Ketan, and the other god whom they feared would do 
them harm was called Squantum. It was to the god Ketan that they wor-
shipped after a good harvest, or of whom they would ask favors. 
The Indians greatly feared death. With the body, they buried the 
bows and arrows of the deceased and a large amount of wampum to purchase 
favors in paradise. The burial took place after a period of mourning. 
Wampum was the money used by the Indians. In this area it con-
sisted of beads made from sea-snail shells. The beads were smooth and 
strung together by means of holes drilled through their centers. They 
were so commonly used that there was a fixed value given to the beads by 
legal enactment. Six beads were the equivalent of a penny for small 
amounts. 
By the time the first settlers came, the Indian population had 
dwindled because of a plague which swept through the New England tribes 
about the year 1617. 13 Some believe this plague may have been smaJJ.pox 
brought here by some of the ear1y explorers. 
1.3 Felt, ~· cit., p. 225 . 
10 
The portion of land which has come to be known as Bever~ has 
many natural advantages. It is located on the Atlantic coast, eighteen 
miles north of Boston. The land .. is generally hilly'·· sections of which 
are fertile and easily ctiltivated. Th~ soil is made up of loam, gra~el, 
clay, and sand, with no outstanding . mineral deposits. Only small bodies 
of water are found within its boundaries. Early explorers spoke favor-
ably of. the area and described it as rich in. vegetation and woodlands 
with abundant· wildlife and ·.fish. 
The Agawam. Indians • inhabited the· lands in . the area of West Beach. 
They dresse.d in clothilig made from the hides of animals and lived in· coni• 
cal shaped· wigwams. They depended upon the game of the forest, the fish 
from the sea, ·and their crops of corn, squash, beans, and pumpkins to 
. . - . ~ 
furnish their f'ood supply. The white men were welcomed by .them, and the 
Indians freely granted them land. 
It was to this 0 paradise in the wilderness" that the 0 0ld P1anters0 
. . . . . . . 
came with high hopes and great aspirations for a better way of life •. 
CHA.PTER II. 
TEE 110ID PUNTERstt· 
.Tht:l nold. Planterstt of Beverly were Roger Conant, John Woodbery, 
William Trask, John Balch, and Peter Palfrey. These men played an· ac-
tive part in settlements at Cape Ann, now known.as Gloucester, and at 
Salem, before they finally es:liablished themselves on the Cape Ann side 
of the harbor which in 1668 cam~ to be known as Beverly. 
Cape Ann· and Namnkeag 
l1 
.At Cape !!m· . In order to 1mderstand the position which these Old 
Planters. held in the. comm'linity of Salem, of which Beverly was a part, .it 
is necessary to go back to the year l623 •1 At this time the Dorchester . · 
Comi>any of England founded .the. Cape Ann. station and built a rude .fort on 
the westerly side. o£ Gloucester Harbor. 
The companyfs·main :Purpose was to establish a fishing station, 
since the fishing industry had become a great factor in colonization. 
The settlement itself was needed to give an abode for those members·of 
. the fishing crews who were not needed to make the home. voyage. These 
extra men c~ed the fish and became pioneer settlers and colonists. A 
second purpose was. that it would 'Qe a colony where Puritans might firid 
. . 
refuge. It was this twofold motive underly:i.ng the enterprise. which ex-
plains why Roger Conant was asked to be the ·governor, or manager, ot the 
Cape Ann station~ . 
Roger Conant came from a religious family. l!i~ ~ather ·and grand-
lsee "Time Line," Appendix B1 p, lZJ, 
, I 
,., 
, I 
' I ' 
'I 
.).2 
f'ather ~d both held high _<?i'fices in the church. Unlike the Separatists, 
who withdrew f'r_c>1Il the church, th~y clung to the form of the Church of' 
~gland and j ~~ed oth:er ~itans in trying to· s~lif'y the established 
f'orni of worship. With this background, Roge:r Conant impressed the 
Dorchester Company as being f'it f'or the leadership of' a colony which 
might become a haven for Puritans. 
Conant was also well acquainted with the fishing industry. He 
was born in East Budleigh, Devonshire County, England, the home of' 
~ ·- - . 
sturdy, seafaring peop~e, which had made fishe~en and salters. That 
Roger_ Conant ·was apprenticed to a salter was not strange. Evidently, 
he was made a freeman of' the Salters' Company sometime before 1616, 
when he attached to his signat'tire on a.legal document, "Salter, of 
· London• n2 
Conant left __ London,, Engla~, :ill the fall of 1622, and ·then set 
sail for Plymouth 'in the ship Ann.3 · His stay in Plymouth was brief' be-
. ' . . 
cause _of dif'fer_ences in religiou~ belief' between himself and the Pil~ims. 
He sailed northwf3Xd to Nania.sket, at that time a center of' trade it,l the 
Plymouth Colony'~ territory. It was here that he received the invitation 
f'rom the Dorchester Company to become the governor. o:t the Cape Aml'.station. 
Roger Conant accepted the position at Cape Ann, but the f'ishing 
station did not prosper. :Al.though Balch, Wood.bery, 4 and Palfrey are 
2Iapham; A. G., ~ QlQ, Planters of' Beverl:y in Massachusetts·~ 
~ Thousand-Acre _Grant of ~' p. :;. 
3 ' ' Ibid., p. 3. 
4rhe spelling of the fandly nWn.e Woodberry did not come into gen-
eral-use-on legal documents until about 1777. 
believed to ~ve been_ with·. Conant, -these few dependable.men were ban.di-
~ * • • • • 
.cappe?- by,the -~espo~~ible charaet~r of the majority of the_ Cape Ann 
fishermen. Another disadvantage was the meager amount of land suitable 
. "' _,... . ..• . " . . ·. 
for farming, w:hich ~dE7 it impossi[lle for them to support themselves. 
13 
When the Dorchester Company settled· accou.tlts with the fishermen 
and offer.ed the~ their tr~sportation home, some gladly accepted,. but 
not the Old PJ.a.nters. Ill 1626, Roger Conant and a '!:?and of about thirty. 
followers sailed along the shore of Manchester and Beverly, landing on 
. . . . . . 
· the southwest side of Beverly Harbor. Here was a neck of land called 
. . ~ 
. Naumkeag .by the Indians, which meant fishing place. It was a favorable 
location for an agricultural colon~ and al~o had an arm on each side, 
making it a good place for ships to anchor •. 
At Naumkeag. Here Roger_ Co:nant and his companions decided ·to 
illake a settlement. The settlement suffered many trials, but thanks to 
... ' . . . 
the efforts of those with determination, it was· kept alive. The Reverend 
.. . - . -- . 
John Lyford, who had been the pastor at_ Gape Ann, refused to cast his lot 
with the Old Planters and persuaded.some of the others to go with him to 
Virginia. In a petition to the General Court, dated May 28, 1671, Conant 
referred to the founding of the colony in. these- words:. 
When in· the i.llfancy there or; it was in' great hassard of 
._being deserted, r·Was a means, through grace assisting me, to stop 
. the flight of those few that then were heare with ·me, and. that by 
utter deniall'to goe away· with· them, who would haue gon either fo:rf 
England or most:cy for Virginia, but thereupon stayed to the hassard 
of our liues.5 . 
· A word of encouragement and wartn support was given Conant by 
%rassachusetts Archives, Towns, ·vol. 112, leaf 217. 
-~­~· 
Reverend John White, .who as_sured him tliat if he,- with Woodbery, Balch, 
and Pal.frey, w9W.d remaitl. at Naumkeag,- supplies for the colony woul!i. be_ 
sent and also a patent giving the settlers a legal claim to the land • · 
. . 
With this encouragement the planters bUilt their f:i:rst rude dwellings, 
. . . 
and in the spring of 1627 they cleared soi#e-J..a.nd for the raising o:t corn 
and, tobacco.· More than a :rear pe.ssed without receiving the promised 
. . 
patent. In the autumn of 1627 it was decided to. send John Woodbery to 
. . 
~gla_nd as their age~t. However, by .the time Woodbery could present his 
- "·' f ' 
appeal for help, the English adventurers of the Dorchester Company_ had 
. . 
. . . 
found it impossiole to provide sufficient supplies for the colonists and .. · 
had trans.ferred . to a group of Puritans ·in London ~11. the terri tory in 
. . ~ - . . . 
New England from :th~ Merrimac River to the Charles River. 
The new company' . which called i tsel.f the 0 New England Company for 
a Plantation. in Massachusetts Bay, u came· under th.e. leadership of ilatthew 
. 6 . ..- ··- . - ·._.- ·._. ' ·_.- ··-._.. . - . . . . 7 . 
Cradock. . It-was probably at his· suggestion that John En.Ciecott was ap;.. 
pointed as governor of> the settlement at Na11lllkeag.. Endecottis wi:f.'e was _ 
'' ·. . .. . . 
a relative of: Cradock, -which may have,·helpedhim in getting the appoint-
- ' . ' . . . ' . ' . . 
ment. In June, 1628, En(lecott and some additional colonists set sail 
-for Naumkeag in th~ -s~p ~bigail.8 John Woodbecy; who had gone to England 
for aid, r~turned on this ship bringing with-him his son, Humphrey, and · 
.. ·- . . ~ 
his brother, William. William Trask and Richard Brackenbury ~lso came 
with th;is group •. With thesa additiona1. settlers, the settlement at_. 
. . l . ·. . 
6 
. Ie.pbam, 5m•. cit~, P• 7. · 
. 7This was the spelling of the family name until after 1724, when-
. we· find an i substituted for the e in the second syllable~ 
8 . . .• 
Lapha1n, ~·_cit .. , p .. 8. 
15. 
. . . - . 
. ' . . 
Naumkeag probably numbered ·more than fifty. 
. . - ' 
More. houses .soon arose beside the bank of the North River. ·. The 
'first. houses. were 1i ttle more than log huts with ·thatched ~oofs. The · 
catted chimneys were made of logs plaster~d together with clay. The 
floor was often of earth, and the windows bad only oiled pap~r to admit .. 
light. Glass from England was not available when the first. homes were 
built. 
Mr. E.ndecott chc:>se a site i'arther up the river than the Old Plant:.:-
. . . . . . . . . - . 
ers for his dwellin~. • .·The rude· huts which the. settlers bad built did not .. 
appeal.· to him, and he sent .. men to the Cape~ station to take down "the 
.great £ramen houae, which kd probably beenRoger Oonantts home. 9 . 
. The newcomers soon learned that. severe ~rdships and. tireless labor 
must be endured to establish ~ew homes .in s~ch an are~ •. A major threat to 
the settlement was dissena,ion between the newcomers and the ·Old· Planters. 
En.deeott had· taken the· place of Conant as governor; and he showed little 
appreciation for what the Old Planters hB.d done •. Furthermore, h~ sYmpa-
thized with :th~ Separatists and barred the uae ·of the Common Prayer Book. . 
. . . ; ~- . . ' . . '. . . . . . ' . 
·> 
This was not in keeping with the fact that the settiement JJad been planned. 
for those who ·.preferred· th~· Pllrl,ta.h ,form. · By July, 1629, the ·eontrov:ersy 
had peen ~ettled peaceably, and tradition bas it tbatat this time tb.e· 
·•name of ·the col:nm'im.ity was ... c~ged from Na~eag to Salem, meaning ·peace.·. 
. ' ' . . . .. . 
.The names of the Old Planters appear again and again in the records, indi-
. . . . 
eating that they took .~ ~etive part in serving this colony. 
16 
The Founding of Beverly 
Even as early as 1628, the settlers of Naumkeag were attracted by 
the ·natura.l·grassla.nds on the Beverly side, commonly called Cape Ann Side. 
According to Richard Brackenbury, who was one of the early Salem settlers, 
lots were laid out f~r tillage and thatch roofed hoUses were built. 
Several years passed after the peaceable agreement which united the 
people of this area into one body before Salem received the power of gran~.:.· 
ing land to settlers. .On March 3, 1635,. an order· passed by the General 
Court gave certain rights to New England towns: 
. I~· is therefore ordered, that the freemen of every town, or 
the major part of them~ shall onely have power to dispose of their 
·own lands, and woods, • •• to grant lots,· and make sue~ orders. as 
may concern the well ordering of their own towns. •. • •. 0 
The thousand.:..acre gmnt. Among the first records in the· Salem . 
Book of Grants is the following grant mad.e to the Old Planters: 
1 (Ordered) That CapD- Trask, Jn° Woodbery, rr Connant, Peter 
Palfrey & John· Balch are to haue 5 f'earmes viz. each 200 acres of 
land togeather lying and be(ing) at the head of Basse River 124 
. pole in breadth and soe (to) runne northerly to the River by the 
great pond side, and soe (in) breadth making vp the full quantitye 
of a thousand acres, these lymi ts laid out & surveyed. by. vs • 
1John Woodbern_ 
•John Baleb' · 
Rog~r Conant, John Wooqbe:ry, and ~olm Balch s.oon moved to Bass River 
Side after rece:f:ving their grant of land in 1635. However, for a while 
tb,ey kept their gardens and improved lots iii Naumkeag. Pe:ter Palfrey, a 
10 . 
~., p. 13 • 
. ·. 1l.ro~ Records ,2.!: Salem, 1634.;.1659, p. 12. 
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fourth Old Plante;r, sold his grant to William Dodge, and William Traskt s 
. two hundred acres were transferred to Thomas Scruggs. 
The first owners of the grant in the Bass River area and their 
immediate successors presumably arranged· and managed their "fearmes0 
jointly. The land was divided according to its quality. The best iB.nds 
were found at the heads of the creeks. The higher sections were covered 
with a dense forest, while the meadow lands were operi. and quite free 
from trees. Each man was allotted an equal amo"Unt of "vpland,u 11meddo,tt 
or marsh, with each man receiving a total of two hundred acres.12 
There were no roads in those days, except for a SiJ?.gle Indian 
trail between Boston and Agawam, now known_ as Ipswich. Therefore, all 
. . 
communication among settlements was by water. 
The first road in Beverly is said to have been laid out by a 
heifer, which, having been driven aiong the shore f.rom Woodberyts Point 
to the farms at the head of Bass River, escaped and took a short cut back 
home. through the woods. This trail was followed and became a line of 
communication between the two places.l3 
·Regarding means .of travel at that time, a contemporary; William 
Wood, wrote in 1634: 
. Although their land be none of the best, yet beyond the 
rivers is a very good soyle, where they have their farmes and 
get their Hay and plan~ their come; there they crosse these 
rivera with small cannowes (canoes), which are made of whole 
. pine trees, be:i,ng about two foot and a half over, and 20 foot 
J2· Lapham, .QE• cit.; p. 13. 
681. 
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ober, F. A.,. "Beverly," in History of Essex County, vol. l, p. 
long; in these likewise the;r goe a fowling sometimes two leagues 
to sea; .. there be more ce.nnowel:J in this town (Salem) than in the 
whole Patent, ever;r hQllSehold have a water-house or two.14 
Of the lives of the planters of. that time, the same writer gives 
as ·a. glimpse: 
For all. New England must be workers in some kinde; and 
wheresoer it hathbeen reported that boyes of tenne or. twelve 
yeares of age might doe much more than get their living; that 
cannot be, for he must have more than a boye' s head, and no 
lesse than aman1 ~ strength, that intends to :live eolll:fortably; 
and he that hath understanding and Industria, with a stock of 
an hun~ed poundt sha. ll.J,:i.v.e bett. er .there than he shall doe 
.here (m England) of twenty pound per annum.l5 · 
Roger. Conant·. By 1637 Conant• s house must have been built and 
read;r for use because in tha~ year his house in Salem was bought b,1 the 
town.16. The exact looation.ofhis .riew.home is. not certain, but it is 
believed that it was on the eastern side of what.is now Cabot Street 
18 
and a little to the north of the Balch house, which is still standing •. 
Jobatban Conant, the great~great grandson of Roger, was probably t;ne last 
bearing the Conant name to live in the Old Planter's home. Jobatban died 
' - -·. ' .·.· .· ... . . - . 
in 1749 and somet:iine following this,· the Old Planter1 s home was· destroyed. 
. . . . . 
Probably the oldest bUilding existing today built by a Conant is 
. . 
. . . .· .· .. · .: . .· ... ·. 17 .. 
one which might be .pr<Jperly called the Conant-chipman-Woodbury house. · 
. . : . . ·. :·. . .. · . 
The house. was built by Exercise Conant, a son of Roger, where he lived 
until his death in 1695. ·For a long time· the house was occupied by the .. 
14Ibid. ' p. 681. 
l5Ibid.' p~ 681: •.. · . 
19see R1Vfap of ancient Beverly, 17th Century," Appendix 0, P• 127. 
17see "Picture of Conant-Chipman-Woodbury house,n Appendix D~ P• 128, 
Reverend J'olm ~hipman, who for sixty years was the pastor of the North· 
Beverly Church ... Mr.- Frank Woodbury, a more recent owner, restored the 
. .. 
building, and the characteristics of a colonial dwelling have bee:n pre~ 
served. This house .is. located on the street bearing the Old Planter's 
name· of Conant and is now owned by Adelbert Rockwell. Some of its colo-
nial characteristics are· the doorway with fluted pilasters, hand hewn, 
white paneled woodwork, deep window seats, H and L type hinges, floors 
of boards eighteen or more inches wide' wide fireplaces' and a big . 
brick oven in the kitchen. 
19 
In 1671 Roger Conant requested that th~ name of Beverly be changed 
· to Budleigh. Beverly's name probably came from the town by the same name · 
in East-riding of. Yorkshire, which was once the residence of J'olm de 
]3everly, Archbishop of York, who died in 721. rn his petition to the 
General Court, Conant gave tWo reasons for changing the name. The first· 
. . 
reason was that because it was a small place, it was constantly nick-
named "Beggarly. n His second reason was that he and many who bad settled 
with him were from the western . part of England and desired· the name or 
Budleigh. In .fact, Budleigh had been Conant's birthplace. Conant's re- . 
quest was refused~ and in place of· granting his petition, he WaS given 
land near Dunstable, which is northwest of Lowell and on the Massachusetts-
New Hampshire line.18 This must have been a great disappointment to Conant 
who had done·· so much in establishing this settlement; At the present _time 
there is a street in North Beverly named Budleigh, which is at least a 
reminder to historians o.f·Conant1 s petition. 
Roger Conant was a faithful servant to the community and discharged 
lSstone, E. Jl., History of Beverly, pp. 16-18. 
the principal offices for many years. !mong other duties, he served as 
a representative in'the General Court and helped found the first church 
in Salem. He was made a freeman in 16.30. After many years of service 
to the community, he died at the age of eighty-nina. 
20 
John Woodbery. This .Old Planter came from Somersetshire, England, 
about 1624.. Woodbery's son, Humphrey, in 16So, testifies in writing that 
his father came to Cape Ann by order of the Dorchester Company.19 When 
the settlement of the Dorchester Company at Cape Ann broke up, Woodbery 
was one of the men who moved to Salem. As has already been stated, he 
returned to England in 1627 for the pUrpose of securing aid for the Salem 
colony.. On his return to Salem, he brought his son, Humphrey, and his 
·brother, William, with him. 
The Woodberys were probably the first settlers who came to the 
Cape Ann side to stay. Humphrey settled near what is now called Beverly 
Cove, which is directly across from the nwillows0 in Salem. William 
Woodbery located himself near the lower point of. the Cove and, according 
to tradition, built the first house within the present boundaries of 
Beverly. This first dwelling was a large, oak..;framed structure• It was 
' . . . .. ·.~ 
called_the garrison house and was built about 16.30. As soon as .the Old 
Planters were given their grant of land on Bass River Side, John Woodbery 
·constructed a house on hisseotion and probably lived there the rest of 
his life. 
Evidence of -John Woodberyt s prominence in the community is_ shown. 
19Laph8.m; ·212·. m., P-' 47. 
20 Ober:,- .212• cit.; p. 6So. 
2i 
by the offices he held. He was chosen as a selectman in 1637 and held 
tile office as ·long as he lived. ·He was a member of Governor Endecottts · 
first council .and was ~epU.ty to the.Gerieral Court froml635 to 1638. 
He became a freeman in 1631. Wood.bery and his wife, Agnes, also helped 
to found the first ~burch in Salem. 
William Trask. Trask was one .of the Old Planters who did not 
keep his share Qf the thousand-acre grant. In May, 1636, his land .was 
transferred to Thomas Scruggs, who built his· home in the area of what 
is now North Beverly. This estate of :Mr. Scruggs passed to John Rayment 
in-1654. 
When the Rayment brothers, William and John, first came to America, 
. . 
th~y landed at Portsmouth, New Hampshire, in 16:30. They remained in that 
colony until John Mason,· its. founder, died. Because of difficulty which 
followed ili getting supplies, many of· the settlers, including the Rayment 
brothers, left Portsmouth. William and J'ohn came to Salem about lh52 and 
. . . . 21 
both became active in t~ affairs of Bass River Side~ . 
Jolm Rayment, Jr. :,became the .owner of the house near the junction 
of Conant and Dodge Streets. This may have been tile original Scruggs house 
or a newly built house near the same place. The house, now numbered 64 
Dodge Street, has been aitered considerably,. 
William Rayment• s ·home was near the present Salem. Reservoir. The 
area was known in colotJ.ial days as Rayment t s Hill. 
John Balch. Balch was another of the Old PJ.anters- who received a 
two htm.dred acre _grant of land on Bass River Side. He built his home 
sometime between 1636 and 1638. · This is the onlY house standing in 
2lr.apham, £m• cit., P• 72. 
. 22. 
Beverly today .that was erected by an Old Planter.. Located on the corner 
ofBalch·and:Cabot.St:r~ets~·it is on~ of the oldesthouses in NewE:ngland. 
The house has been remodeled to some extent and so does not look as it 
did ~:riginally ~22 ., : . 
John Balch was a partner of Conant and Woodbery in settling_ a 
colony in 4Jnerica;. ·According to ·tradition, Jolm Balch left Engl.sJld. about 
. ' . - . ' . . . . 
~62.3 • · · He was with a group of colonists urid~r the leadership of Captain .. 
Robert. Gorges tmd landed· at Wessegusset., now Weymouth}.? It vias at 
Wessegusset that Balch and Roger __ Conant met and_ worked together fl'om that 
\ . 
. ' . . ' . 
time on. At Cape .Ami and at Salem., .these two mcm labored to establish · 
an agricuJ.tural colonr whic~ would serve as a. haven for Puritans~ . Both 
men. were tolerant .of· ·all religlous ·groups and were never knpwn .to take 
. . . 
part in the persecutions of Baptists, Quakers, o:t- .witches. 
. . . . . . 
. . . 
. - . . 
Balch served his community in several respects. · He and his wife, 
. . . . . . 
Margery,. helped foundth43·fir~t-church in Salem. In the early records 
· he is mentioned. as a surveyor of highways and grants ·of land to new set<-
. . . 
. . 
tlers in Salem.,· · In· l63f, he was made a ·freeman. ~t is int.~restiilg to note 
that he. named a so;n born in that year' ~eeborn• 
Johll Balch died_ in 1648. ·. Iri his will he :spoke of the stock, orchards, 
. . ' . . . . - . . 
and cornfields, which woUld indicat.e that the settlers were self_;supporting 
from the first. Baleh' s gr~t was divided among his sons, Benjandn, John, . 
and Freeborn. Benja.m:in, however, soon acquired' his brothers' portions. 
. . 
Freeborn, the YOWlgest :Of Balch's sons, left the colony to go to England, . 
. . . . . 
:22se~ "PictU:re o~ Balch house~JI Appendix E,, P• 129. · . 
23t.a.pham,. .sm. cit.., p., · s9. 
and .. John lost his''li£e when a skiff h~ was iit overturned while crossing 
the harbor between Salem and Beverly in. a shower. Jobn:ts wife_, Mary, the · 
; ''• ' ' 
. . . - . 
daughterof R()ger Conant, had the use of Johnts property for s~en years, 
. ~ . - . . . . ' 
·. and then· i_t passed into. the hands of Benjamin Balch by decision of the . 
· court._24 
Benjamin Balch was a broadminded man, with a ~pirit of toleration, 
and independent in. thought' and action. ·The laws-of that time. stated that 
no inhabitant sh~uid take in a foreigrier upon any 6ondition without .the 
consent of the _selectmen'.;. Nevertheless, Benj~ dared. to entertain, and 
keep for the night a stranger on foot. For this, the authorities arrested. 
and fined him. · Another ·proof of his broadlnindedness is thlt he did not 
insist upon thebaptism'of his. thirteen children,but~left the inatter for 
·them to decide.· 
Benjamill.Balchtransferred most of his-land to others before his 
death. He gave the old homestead and about fifty acres of lSnd to a grand-· 
· son, who lived in the Balch house until his death in 1749• 
•.• Peter Palfrey. The fifth Old Planter was P.eter PalfreY. . His por-
. tion ·of the thousand-acre f~ was in the southe_I'ri·. section o£ Bass River 
. . . 
Side. Palfrey sold his share of the grant to Williain Dodge, sometimes re-
ferred to as Farmer· Dodge. 
William Dodge came from England ~to Salem in the year 1629, with a 
. . 
. ~ . -· ' 
fine recommendation .from Reverend: John White to Governor Endecott as~g 
him to give William, who was a .skilled farmer, the charge of a team of 
. . 25 
horses. 
24Ibid.' pp. 92-94. 
25Ibid.' p. 114. 
24 
: c - ' 
Two lots were granted· to Dodge· hi the town of • S~lem~ These lots 
and the land which he bought from Peter Palti-ey gave Farmer Dodge -·more 
. ' - . 
property .than any of the Old P+ant~rs. He made. his home _ln Beverly and 
liv~d there imt:i.l his' death, sometime. between 1685 and 1692. 
Farmer Dodge was eleo-lied or appoin-lied selectman, juror, surveyor -
.of roads and boundaries,- and· a member of numerous co• ttees sel"Ving the . --
. ' ' 
interests of the town and church. _. He was one of· the founders- of First 
. ' . . .. ~ : . . 
. ·. . ~ 
Church _in Beverly in 1667. _ His association with the Reverend J obn Hale 
was most friendly! · He 'became a freeman in 1637. 
'.' .... 
Summary. 
. ' 
_ Th:ns ,. the story of the Old Planters comes to _an end. These men. 
had come from Englarid, ;alld most of them bad been a part of -lihe attempted 
settlement- at Cape ·Abp _and then at Salem, ·before finally settling_ in 
Beverly .. 
The Cape Ann colony was established by the Dorchester Company of_ 
England in 1623• Its purposes· were to. establish a fishing st~tion and to 
. " . - . . . 
. . . . 
provide a haven for PW"itans •. Roger Conant was asked to serve as gover..; 
nor of the colony, ~hioh he did fo~ about three years. The 'fishing sta-
. ,··. : - . .. 
tion proved unprofitabl~; ;therefore, the Dorchester· Company tarnished 
transportation to Engiand for -lihose who wished to return. 
Roger Conant and. a gi>oup _of followers sailed southward. along the· 
coas-li and landed on the southwest slde of Beverly Harbor. Here, the· 
' . . ~ 
settlement of Na~eag, :now :knOwn as Salem, began. · 
When -lihe Dorchester -Company reached England, it was unable to pro"" 
vide supplies for- the colonists left _bebilldl so they transferred -liheir-
25 
territory to the Massaehusetts Bay.Company. J obn Endecott was appointed 
' . . . . . ' . 
by the new company as governor of the settlem~t at· NaU111lt~g and arrived 
with more settlers in 1628. 
. . '' ·• . .. - . 
. - . ; ' 
With the arri:val o£ John Endecott, there was some dissension between 
the newcomers and those who were ali-eady there. Roger Conant, who had 
. -. ... .··. •. 
served as governor of the colony,· was replac~d by the. newly appointed 
Gover:llor Endecott. ~Altho1lgh the controyersy was peaceably settled in 
. · 1629,' the Old Planters m~ved to the Beverly side when the thousand-acre 
. . . . 
grant. was given to them in 1635 •. 
:~ The original old· Plallters of Beverly were Conant, Balch, Woodbery, 
. . . ~ . . . . 
Palfi.ey, and ·Trask. Of these·, the first t~ee retained their grants, 
. . . . . 
. . . . . . 
while Palfrey•. s was · sold to Farmer Dodge and· Trask• s went into the bands .· 
of Scruggs and fi-om him. to Ra~nt. These pioneers led the way in the 
builciing of the Cape Ann Side· community now known as, Beverly. 
'.' 
CHAPTER III 
EARLY INDUSTRll!S 
By the time-homes,bad been built and the population had increased, 
there came a demand for greater production in farming, fishing, lumber-. 
ing, trading, and manufacturing• To supply these needs, more men were 
engaged in these occupations and many small enterprises were begun. 
Some prospered and . continued for many years, while others ·failed with.-
in a short period of time. 
Farming 
~ for farming. Of necessity, farniing was an important in-
. dustry to the early settlers of B~verly~ · ~twas not unconimon for a 
colonist to secure a gr~nt of lanC,l, plant a field of corn· ()r wheat, 
set out fruit:trees, and then build his house, often at a cost of less 
than a,hundred dollars. Be would then bU1 such animals as horses, 
sheep, cattle,· and_ hogs. The animals bad plenty of pasture lands and 
furnished pee£, mutton, and pork .at very little expense to the owner. 
These products were eaten or salted down in pickle for future use. 
Use ·.21:: land. · A large portion of the land was devoted to agri.-
culture, With niany excellent farms prodttcing abundant crops of bay, 
corn, rye, ba:rley, oats;- beans, potatoes; and other vegetables. ·With 
the passing of tiine, da~ and poultry products were added to this, 
list. 
From a population of about 21 500 in 1767, the valuation of stock 
and products returned was 164 horses, J..43 oxen, 71+1 cows, 1,099 sheep, 
' . 
37 swine, 5S7 tons of English hay, 367 tons of meadow hay, 93 tons of 
. salt, 10,728 bushels of' grain, and 821 barrels of cider.1 
Implements• At f'irst the settlers worked with very few irilple-
ments. They had no wheeled carts a~ o:ni.y the crudest of plows. 
Shovels, spades, scythes, and hoes were the farmers t only too=!-s in 
tilling the soil and harvesting. their crops~ 
27 
Tools were repaired by the villa~e ·blacksmith, who worked long·· 
- . 
hours over his open ... forge. £ire. . He not only did repair work, but. also 
made such things as locks, pot hooks, hinges, fire tools, or whatever 
. . 
of iron could add to the comfort or safety of' the settlement. 
Fishing 
Importance. Fishing, the oldest of the NeW' England industries, 
was an important fa.ctor :i.:ti the i'ounding of' the colony, as a principal· 
supply of food; and a major export for foreign trade. ll!lany kinds. of' 
. . . . . 
fish, such as. cod, mackerel, lobs~er,. eusk, haddock,. muJ.let, eel, 
crS:~, and oysters~· were caught. 
Much of the fish crured in Beverly was shipped to Spain· and other 
· Cath~lic countries of' Etttope •. · South .America., t;lie West Indies, ·and the 
. . . .. ·•··• ... ·· ·. . ' ··.. .·.·· •. ·•·.' ... ·. .· 2 
valley ()1' the-Missis~lippi later .beea,me markets for the fish., By 1790, 
an increase in ~ateh and tomiage was evident over that of' the period 
before. the Revolution.:~ 
Methods. Long voyages were made to the fishing banks, and ·nearly 
lstone', E.· M., Histor:y.Q!:BeverJ;'l, p.l99. ·• 
2 '.. . . 
'Ibid., p •. 201 •. · .. 
3carr,. Irene, Glimpses of Communit:z:.Li:f'e in Beverly, 1626-1865, 
p. 20. 
.\ 
all the .men ex:cept the· very ·young and very old would spend ·the summer 
' . - ' ' . . ' . . . . -~ 
in fishing. Several methods were .used then as new .. 'Those who were··· 
;• .·..... -:. .- . ' .. · .. 
fishing for commercial purposes utilized. the seining or trawling pro-·· 
. ·-· . . . .. -- . '. . .. -" 
cesses. Seining was done with large nets which were dragged through 
' . . ' . - ; __ ; . . ., .. ~ . ' ' ·. . ' . : . - . ' . . . 
the water behind the fishing vessels.; In trawling, a stout cordline · 
. . . . 
· was attached to the boat. · From this line were many smaller lines at 
' - ,. ·- . - .. 
six foot inte±-vals, with lioo:lcs attached .to each line. Fishing near · . 
. . . . ~- . . . . . . . . ' ' . . . . -
·land_was of~~m perf~rm~d· in .smaJ.:L.boats with short ·lines and hooks. 
Traps· wer.e u~~d 1-or catching 'lobster. 
Dangers •. When a fishing fleet left the wJ.larf to go on a long 
. . 
fishing .voyage, one never knew wh~ther they wou:~:-d' return because of. 
the many dangers at sea. Shipwrecks caused by storms were the most 
common .. disaster. 
- ·- . . 
. ' ' . 
Many of the early homes were bU.Ut along_ the. coast with a view 
of the fishing grounds. Some were constructed ~:i.th a "widow's walk" 
on the roof. From here the wife of a fisberma,n could watch for the 
return of her.husband• 
Curing the fish. ~he fish were cured by drying them on Pflakes,tt 
. .· '. . . .. -. 
or areas of grottnd covered with rounded stones .. · This permitted the air 
- . ·- - -·-
I 
· to circUlate -an around the drying fish. From Tuc~1 s Point to Paine~~ 
Head, a:p. the available lam was. covered with ·fish flakes for dryiilg.4 
Salt. in gr.eat ci.Ue.ntities was. a. necessary ingredient in the fish"" , 
. .· . . . . . 
eries. It was. made by thif evaporation of sea water in shallow pa.ns. 
These pans were eighteen. feet· sq_uare and one foot deep.. It required 
·, 
two weeks of suitable weather to complete the process. A five"11linute 
rain could destroy a week of work. Governor Winthrop's. son, .Tobli 
·Winthrop, Jr., established ·a salt works in the RyaLSide section of 
Beverly, but it was riev~>-very successful and was soon abandoned;. ·To-
. day only the name "Salters' Point" remains to remind us .of the salt 
works.,5 
Whaling. Some whaling vessels would have been seen along the 
wharves in Beverly. A gentleman by the . name of Choate and his as so-
' . . . 
ciates had a· fairly large fleet of :Whaling ships. These were square-
rigged, with large try vats built of brick in the forward part of the 
·vessel. They were also equipped with the other necessary provisions 
. . ·. 6 
of water, toad, and wood. 
Once these ships were out to sea, the'call "Thar .she .blOws\" 
was anxiously awaited~ This call meant that a whale was in the vioiil.;.. 
ity. Boats .were lowered and made ready for the ·chase •. Sometimes it 
was a matter of fou:r: or five hours before the whale .would 11sound3 near 
29 
enough to the boats for them to pursue him. A great deal of rowing was 
... 
. sometimes required when the whale was finally sighted. All of the men 
sat with their backs to the whale, except for the tiller who steered the 
. boat. ·At a co:inmand from the· tiller, the harpooner. would drop his oars, 
turn around, pick up the. eleven foot harpoon, and toss it. A second har-
poon was' bandy if needed.. A tow line which had been fa~tened to the har-
poon was then attaqhed to the boat •. Another man'would then step forwa-rd 
5carr, .2l2• cit., p. ~0. · 
6c. H. K., UWbaling Industry Ma'de Beverly Lively," Beverl;z Times, 
and throw the lance to kill the whale. A lance was sometimes thrown 
:fifty or sixty :feet and would sink :five :feet into the whale.· Uter he 
was speared, the -whale would race thl;-ough the water pulling the boat 
a:rter h:iJiJ.. This was called ·a 0 Nantucket Sleigh Ride.• When the whale 
died, he was taken on board tlie larger vessel to be cut up and "triedlt 
in the try vats. 
Lumbering 
Uses. The colonists always seemed to look upon the :forests as 
o:r little value in comparison _with their salt meadows, and more as an 
enemy pressing upon them, to be hewn down as rapidly as possible. The 
best trees o:r the:fores:t were marked and reserved :for masts for the 
.. kingts sh:!ps, man~ of which were constructed in New England,. 
The demand :for lumber increased as the population grew and. com-
merce expandf:ld along the seaboard. There was excellent timber in abun-
dance: oak for the huJJ.s of. vessels and tall, straight spruce for 
masts, a. supply which at the time seemed inexhaustible; and cut down 
with no regal'd for future needs. 
Activities• It was rio easy task to cut these logs into the size . 
desired. An ax was ·used in ·felling the trees. . Boards were sawed direct-
ly from the logs with a p~tsaw, operated by two men. The 0 sawyer11 sat 
astride the log, held the ntiller, u or upPer l::tandle, and directed the 
cut. At the lower end o:r the long~. thick, tapered blade was the ad-
justable handle called the 11box" on which the "pitmanu pulled the doim.-
, . . 7 
ward· stroke; which lett i~s mark on every inch of board. As the demaJ:!.d 
7 . Odell, :a, •. H., A Reference Guide to Salem, 1630, p. 47. 
'· 
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. . 
for lumber became.· greater, sawmills were erected.. . One of these was on · 
Captain Dodge 1 s ·land, west of Bass Ri:ver. 
Trade 
Importance. Trade· ranked with fishing as a motive for settle-
ment, but did not prove as successful at the start as had been hoped. 
Same beaver and other furs were exchanged for whisky and firearms with 
the Indians. 
Beverly saw an increase iO trade a little later in its develop~ 
ment. In 1717 the French West IIldies opened its doors and in exchange 
for fish, the merchants took molasses, used in making New England rum. 
This stimulated a great deal of trade as the rum was taken to .Africa 
and exchanged for slaves who were brought back to the West Indies. 
Known as the Triangular Trade Route, the .merchants of Beverly prof.i,i;ed 
by it. Fr_om the South came. the much needed cotton, rice, sugar, tobacco, 
.. . . . 8 
mahogany, and naval stores. 
Distinguished merchant§. The more ·distinguished merchants or· 
Beverly were George, Andrew, and John Cabot, Israel Thorndike, Moses 
·. . . 9 ·. . 
Brown, Joseph Lee, and John and Thomas Stephens. George Cabot became 
master of a vessel at a very early age and visited :m8.ny parts of Europe. 
Andrew, his brother, obtained a handsome fortune from his commercial 
pursuits.· Joseph Lee became a partner of George Cabot and tradeCI. ex• 
tensively in the West Indies and Spain. Israel Thorndike. was one of 
8 . 
Carr, .QR. ill·, p. 31. 
9 .... 
Stone, 212· c~t.~ P• U-3. 
••• 
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the moat successful of all New England merchants; He tpok Moses Brown 
into partnership With him and after the peace of ·178.3 entered into a 
profitable trade· with the Ea·at Indie~ atJ.d China. By the time of his· 
death, Thorndike had acclllll.ulated nearly a million and a half d.ollars • 
. Manufacturing 
Shoemaking. Shoemaking was a picturesque industry in the early 
days in New England •. John Greenleaf Whittier described it in the poem, 
"Cobbler Keezarts Vision, 0 as follows: 
. When Keezar sat on the hillside, 
Upon his cobbler's form, 
With a pan of coal on either hand, 
. To keep his waxed ends warm~ 
And then in the golden summer weather, 
He stitched and hammered and sung, 
In the brook he moistened his leather, 
In the pewter mug his tongue .10 
Many of the early settlers brought with them a goodly supply of 
. . 
strong, s·erviceable shoes. The settlers who came with John Endecott 
to Sal.em in 1628 were some of the best equipped of the time. Each man 
was supplied with fo,ur pair of boots, but with rough, stony paths. and 
the stubble of the fields over which they traveled, even the heaviest 
of boots and ·shoes wore out very quickly. Some of the people in need 
of footwear adopted the use of the Indian moceasins. New boots and 
shoes were brought to them from England, but this was not sufficient 
to supply their needs, and the demand for shoemakers became increasingly 
10Gannon, F. A., ~Short History .Qf. American Shoemaking, p. 16. 
greater.11 
Beverly bas -~ong been associated with.the shoemaking industry. 
The first shoemakers worked in the chimney corner of the kitchens iii 
- . 
the winter and under the shade of the trees in the summer. From the 
chimney corner the business expanded to the small shops which were 
. ~ ~ . . 
constructed in the yards of' many homes. These were frequently called 
. .. .. - . . . . . -~-
nten footers" because very often they measure4 about ten feet square.l2 
Here the shoemakers labore~ alone. Some shops were_ larger and several 
shoe~kers worked . ~ogether. Each man rented a space for his bench and 
enough room to "_swing out"_ when he (irew his waxed ends taut, so he 
would not interfere with his neighbor. Often there were extra chairs 
or boxes in these shops to aceommQdate the visitors, f'or the old fash-
ioned shoemaker~ s ~shOp was as popular as the general store as a gather-
ing:place to discuss general news and local events. 
Fireplaces were used to heat the shops; later they were sup-
planted by the salamander stoves. . The shoemakers frequently wore ttshin 
. . . 
boards" so they could. sit close to the f'ire without burning their legs. 
As windows and doors were .loose and the walls unplastered, the back of' 
the shoemaker would become cold, although his face might be nearly-
scorched. On very cold days 'the shops were sometimes closed, and 
. . 
the shoemaker would turn to some more profitable task, such as hunt-
. . 
ing. There being no thermometers in the old-time shops, some shoe-
makers determined whether or not it was too cold to work by wetting 
'. ' 
a lapstone and seating .an unlucky apprentice on it. If. the boyts 
trousers froze on the stone, the weather was considered too cold to 
llibid., p. 5. 
l2Ibid.' p. 17. 
work. 13 
The ·shops had veri poor lighting as well. Usually one window · 
allowed sunlight to shine on the. cobbler's ·bench •. On dark days and. 
evenings, however, candles were the only source of' light. 
.34 
Most o.f the shops. bad a Bible, and some bad a weekly newspaper · 
and a dietionary. Lively_discussions often resulted .from. these sources, 
•· either on religion o:r some other topic. When the conversation became .. 
heated and the participants excited, some one o.f the shoemakers would· 
t:ry to divert. the conversation by the singing of' hymns, and peace was· 
soon restored. 
A. few traveling shoemakers tramped .from town to town, carrying 
with them a kit of tools and a supply of leather, mending and making 
shoes. They were also a source for the latest news and gossip of' the 
other towns. 
One o.f the first shoemakers in Beverly was Andrew Elliott, who 
was said to be an ancestor of Dr. Eliot, the famous president .of Harvard 
Uniirersity.l4 
_Before Revolutionary War days,_ there came. to Beverly other fami-
lies whose names to this day are. associated With the shoe indust:ry. The 
Foster family was one of the more noteworthy. Joseph Foster and his 
family settled in Beverly, and by the time of .the War of 1812 he; was~ well 
. 15 
enough established to make shoes for the soldiers during that war. 
l.3 
. ~., p. 18. 
14nol.d Time Shoe Men," Beverly Evening Times, March 26, 1920. 
15Ibid •. 
Foster and same of his associates loaded shoes ori a schooner, which 
~s hidden in the. Essex: River. _They ran the blockade of British war-
ships along the Atlantic coast and succeeded in landing the shoes in 
' ' ' ' ·. ~ 
the S011th, where they were sold at a .handsome proi"it. 
' " 
The David Foster and Son's firm controlled the patent for the 
:35 
making ~f pegged s'hoes in Essex: County. William Foster was responsible 
for applying steam to shoe machi,nery in Beverly.17 
. . .. .· 
Another famous s_hoemaker .was Deacon Nehemiah Roundy. It was he· 
who first made ~he break in the old apprenticeship system in the town. 
It ha.d been the custom to bind ·boys until the age of twenty-one years 
of age, regardless of. ·when they began their apprenticeship. Deacon 
. Roundy taught his apprentices to make shoes in fourteen months and then 
' - -
allowed them to go out on their own~ Natnrally, all young lads inter-
ested in learning the shoe trade. flocked to him. 18 
The shoemaking industry had some unpleasant aspects. The chew-
ing and smok:ilig of tobacco was common among the rteordwainers,tt and the 
au in the shops became stale with tobacco 13moke10 Then, too, the water 
in the tubs used for soaking sole leather, being allowed to ~tand for 
weeks, also added a foul. odor to the already poorly ventilated shops. 
' ' 
The combination of poor ventilation and the cramped position of the shoe-
maker as he·. bent over his workbench weakened the lungs and tubere3Ulosis 
spread among them• 
The old-time shoemakers made as many shoes as they could and as 
17Ibid 
--· 
well as they could. Each. man took great pride in his work. Shoe manu-
facturers gave employment to the best shoemakers. Those with less skill. 
were the first to be laid off when dull times came.-
The colonial shoemakers w~re oft~n paid- for their work in wamptllll. 
or commodities such as· corn, wheat, beaver skins, or food and lodging. 
By the end of' the colonial period, they earned as· much as 70 cents a 
day. 
A.s early as 1630· th~ General Court of the Massachusetts Bay Colony 
made an attempt to regu.late wages: by passing the following law: 
_ It is ordered tha.t no master carpenter, mason, joiner, or 
bricklayer sha.ll_ take above 16 pence a day for their work, if' they 
·• ha.ve meat and .drink, and the second sort not above 12 pence a day, 
under pain of' ten shillings ~me, both to giver and receiver.19 
The estab~smnent of ·a maximum wage was not in effect long, for 
the court soon authorized the fixing of wages as men· shall reasonab:cy-
20 
agree. 
In 1651 .the Massachusetts General Court authorized shoemakers of' 
Boston to form an organization.. It granted to this organization broad 
powers for the control of the shoe industry, but it ~orbade schemes to 
. . 
increase prices, and it reserved to the courts the right to set tie dis-. 
putes ov:er wages or conditions of' employment. This act was probably 
. 21 
copied from an old English law. . 
While the .shoemakers in the colonies were struggling to set them-
selves up in business, the well-established shoemakers of England and_· 
19aannon, .sm. cit., p. 11. 
20Ibid., p. 11. 
21. Ibid., p. 12. 
• 
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-France sent so many shoes, at such low prices to America, that it seemed 
almost impossible for the Yankee shoemaker to succeed. It was at this 
. . . 
critical time that the first great leader in. the American shoe manu-
facturing industry appeared • 
. In 1793 Ebenezer Breed proposed to Congress the placing of a suf-
ficiently high tariff on shoes to- keep out shoes from Europe. At his· 
suggestion Congi;e_ss put a ~~if'f on shoes,. 22 
Several inventions helped to bring about great changes in .the 
shoe industry. One ·of the greatest of these was the sewing machine. · .. 
. . 
Its inventor~ Elias Howe, was born in Spencer, Massachusetts, in 1810~ 
After learning the machinery trade, he went to work in machine shops in 
Lowell and Cambridge, Massachusetts. His inyention was not well re-
· ceived by the workers in. the shops as they felt. it would pu.t many people 
. out of wo!k, but this proved to be wrong .. 
At the outbreak of the Civil War, there was a great shortage of 
shoes. Congress was thinking of remoy±ng the tariff on shoes, so that 
footwear for the sol<iiers and the general pu.blic could be imported from 
·England. It was at this time that Colonel Gordon McKay introduced a 
machine for sewing soles. This replaced the many shoemakers who had 
gone to war. More and better shoes could now be bad at lower prices 
than ever before. It was. this ·machine that revolutionized the shoe 
manufacturing industry. 
. For many years after the machine for sewing soles bad proved to· 
. . . . . . 
be practical, it was still necessary to last shoes by hand~ Inventors 
burned the midnight oil, and promoters spent ·thousands of doll.ars to 
.38 ' 
geii a machine 'to do 'this job. J,. W~ Matzeliger of West I\vnn, after 
much sacrifice and hard labor, was successful in making such a machine ... 
He died before a fourth. and satisfactory model of his invention was 
completed. Commonly called the consolidated machine, or hand method 
machine, it eliminated the lasting of shoes ·by hand. 2.3 
One of the largest shoe manufacturing concerns in Essex County 
and the largest in Beverly was the Woodbury Shoe ·company established in 
1869. This was a large, brick factory located on Rantoul Street. It 
was founded by Rufus and H. o. Woodbury who learned the trade as appren-
tices, as did other boys of .their ti~e.24 
Ebenezer MOses, another Beverly shoe manufacturer of the old 
school, was the first to introduce division of labor into Beverly fac-
tories.. Before this time a shoemaker made the whole shoe. MOses had 
one man cut a shoe, another man sew it, and another one last it. This 
specialization of labor improved the quality and increased the produc-
tion of shoes .. 2.5 
The organization of the United Shoe Machinery Company was a natu-
ral. economic development of the times. It was formed in 1899 by the con-
solidation of the McKa;y Sewing Machine Company, Consolidated and McKa;y 
Lasting Machine Company, Goodyear Shoe Machinery Company, International. 
Goodyear Shoe Machinery Company; Goodyear Shoe Machinery Company of 
Canada, Eppler Welt Machinery Company $1 and the Da:vey Pegging Machine 
Company .. 2.6 The capital was $25,000,000 and the officers were Sidney w. 
2..3J:bid .. , P• 4.3. 
-24uold Time Shoe Men," op .. c:l.t. 
2.5Ibid. 
-
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Winslow, president; John H. Hanan; Wallace F., Robinson, and Orlando E. 
Lewis, vice presidents; George W.. Brown, treasurer and general manager; 
and a board of twenty-one directors.27 
·Promoters and the general public were amazed· at the rapid progress 
made by the new compan.y. Small shoe machineJ;"y establishments were a b .. 
sorbed until it controlled 98 per cent of the shoe machinery business of 
the country, not including the. stitching . room machin~ry business, wbioh 
. ' . ~ •· . ·. . . . ·. . .· . 28 
was in the hands of the Singe:r;- and other sewing machinery companies. . 
·Between the years 1900 to 1910, it increased its capital from,·. 
$1,700,110 to. $5,640,000 and it13 surplus to $18,542,220. Its stock 
.. proved . to be ·.a 'gold mne to ·early investors. 29 
United Shoe Machinery Company shoe experts and machinery were · 
sent around the world. 'Ameriqan shoe manufacturing methods were adopted 
in Central Ameri~a, South America, Europe, AfriCa., Australia., and parts 
of Asia, including .;J"apan, China, and the Philippines. 
. . . . 
A model manufacturing· plant was built in Beverly by the United 
. . . 
Shoe Machinery Company. Constructed of concrete, it employed 5,.ooo per-
sons at a high average wage, with pleasant working conditions. 
Cotton manufactoq. Spinning and weanng were carried on in the 
homes of New England f.or many years before the establishment of any cot..o 
ton mills. These mills were badly needed, as goods. imported from 
England and other European countries were very axpensi ve to the colo- · 
nists. 
27 Ibid., p. .44. 
28Ibid.,, p., 45., 
29 
.Ib!Q,.' p. 45. 
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In 1640 the General Court passed certain ·regulations whereby all 
children were to be taught spinning and weaving, and the exporting of 
wool was at the same time forbidden. In 1655 the court ruled that 
women and children in the colony were to spin three poti.nds of linen, 
cotton, or woolen yarn per week, for a run of thirty weeks in one year·. 
The selectmen of the towns were held responsible for the enforcement of 
these laws.30 In due tLme all of these statutes were repealed. 
The need for new industries was recognized by the Massachusetts 
legislature. Land grants and state ·lotteries were resorted to in the 
hope that it would stimulate interest among the people. 
England was very much opposed to the establishment. of industry 
in America, because she feared that the time would come when her ex-
ports to. this country would no longer be as necessary. For this reason 
England tried to prohibit the taking of plans for textile machinery .from 
the country.. Samuel Slater, after working in the mills of England, came 
to America with these plans well established in his mind.. He arrived in 
this country in November, 1789, and his cotton mill at Pawtucket, Rhode 
Island was established and working by December 21, 1790.31 
In the year 1787 plans for a cotton making factory in Beverly were 
begun by John, George, and Andrew Cabot, Joshua Fisher, Moses Brown, 
Israel Thorndike, Isaac Chapman, Deborah Cabot, and Henry Higginson. 
Finding construction of machinery difficult and expensive, they made ap-
plication to the legislature. for aid.32 By an act of the state legislature, 
30aecords ~ Massachusetts, 1650-1660, P• 256. 
3laantoul, R.S., 11The First Cotton Mill in America, 11 Historical Col-
lections of the Essex Institute 33;6, April-June, 1893 .. 
--.. .................... - - ------ --------
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' . . . . ' 
' ' ' 
they were incorporated und~r the name of UTh~ Proprietors of the Beverly 
' . 
Cotton Manufactory" on• Fe~ry 3, 1789.33 
The first cotton mill in Ame;rica was erected• in North Beverly 
ne:u- the. present ... day fire station; its location is now indicated by a 
slate marker. A three-story ·brick.buildfng, sixty feet long and .twenty- · 
five feet wide with a ~lanting shingled roof, housed a complete set· of 
machines for carding and spinning cotton)4 
Although the macbiiles were: crude, they were made as neariy like 
those used in England as possible. They w~re set in.motion b.r a pair of.· 
·.horses driven.around and arolll.lCL in the basemtiDt, usualiy by a boy •. Here 
' ' 
too, were the huge vats fo~ dyeing _the materii:ll. ·Indigo was the only 
. ' 
dye used at this time. · To make t)le crystals into powder, they were 
. . .· . . 
placed in, a large iron kettle beneath an .iron bali weighing about sixty 
'pounds;. the 'kettle 'was t~n~d( n(pidlyby one of its legs to bring it in 
.' ' 
contact with the bau.35 
. . . 
An·axtract·taken from.the.diary of George Washington is definit~ 
. ' 
pro.of that the _cotton :oU:ti :in Beverly was well under way by the autumn· 
. . . . . . 
of 1789. The entr:y for October :30th stated; 
·-·After passiri.g Beverly,- 2 miles, we came to the Cotton 
Manufactory,. which SeeJD.S to be carrying on with spirit by the 
Mr • Cabots principally,. In this Manufactory they have the new 
In~nted Ca:tfding ·and Spinning :nUa.chixies; one of the first supplies 
the work, an~ four,· of the latter, one of which spins 84 tl1reads 
3.%Jassachusetts Special Laws, vol. l, p.· 224 • 
. 34Personal letter written by Abram Caldwell to Robert Rantoul. on 
February 9, lB93. - · · 
. . 
. 35;uipbam, A •. G., The Old. Planters .Q! Beverl.y 1n Massachusetts · 
!Y!9: the Thousand-Acre .Grant~or 1635, p.; 102. · 
. . ~ 
by one person~ There is another machine for. doubling and twist-
ing the threads for particular cloths.. For winding the cotton· 
from the Spindies and preparing it for ·the warp, t}tere is a · 
Reel', which expedited the work greatly. A number of looms (15 
or 16) were at work with spring shuttles, ~hich do more than · 
double work. In short the whole seemed perfect, and the6cot ... 
. ton Stuff which they turn out,. excellent of their Kind.3 · · 
The stores of Beverly and· Salem advertised and sold the cotton 
stuffs manufactured at the mill.. Some of these. were corduroys, vel-· 
vets, . and denilns of w.:rious · quall ties and prices·. T~ay a cotton table · 
cloth that was made at the .cotton mill maY be seen~ if one visits the 
Beverly HistoriealHoiwe• 
In tilli:e, the· enterprise proved to be ·tmprofitable and was aban-
doned by the original incorporators. · The· business was carried on by 
. ' . 
diff.erent individuals until 1815 and then the machinery was removed • 
In 1S2S the building was destro;rea by.fire.37 
Household arts. .It was not long after the arriv-al of the early 
settlers before some of the household arts were in evidence. Girls 
worked with their mothers lilaking soap ~d candles to supply their fam- · 
. . " . . 
ily needs~ Cand.les were made by di~ping a· wi~k into melted tallow or.·. 
. . . . . . 
. . . . 
in bayberry wax. Thi.s dipping process was repeated _until the desired. 
size candle 'l'las. obtained~ Soap was made by boiling 1ye and grease to_. 
. gather in a huge. caidron .hung over ~·outdoor wocxi fire.. The lye was . 
. . - ' 
·obtained by pouring. water into a hopper filled with ashes and drained 
into a "piggin, tt .. or • container,· b~neath the hopper. Repeat$a ·I>ourings 
made the lye strong ·eno'!lgh .to float an egg •. Soap making could then 
36aantoul, .212. cit., ·p. 33 .. 
37stone~ ~· cit.1 P•. S6. 
··b·in38 
.. eg • 
; . . 
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The 'women a~so · spent many hoti.rs at the old fashioned ::~pinning ·· · 
wheel, spinning the wool to be woven· by hand on the loom. In this way 
. most families wer~ ab:L~ tO supply their own needs in .clothing •. 
Brick~ •. .Although bricks .were not ~~d as much iJi Wlding 
then as now,. a brick yard was located west of the present McKay Street •. 
Bricks were made by :m.iX:irig clay and water., · It is: believed that Roger 
Conant opened the . first. clay pit· on his .land near the brook. ~· 
· Corn mill.. As a· resuJ.t o:t the great amount of corn raised and -~ _.:'." .... ' ..
. . . 
. . . the d~d for gr~und corn, .in 1647 a corn mill was erect~ by John 
Friend on the Bass River and the pr.esent day Elliott Street. The busi-
. . 
ness changed bands many t:bnes, but continued operations until it was 
destroyed by fire fu 1889 _39 
. The corn lllill was run b1 the tide, as were man:,r other such mill$ . 
. built along the New England coast in colonial days. A dam was eon-
.stru~ted across the river, and tidegates, fastened at· the ~ottom, let 
~ . ~ :. . •. 
do~ as the tide eam.e· in,. and the ri~er rose higher than the water:be .... 
hind the dam •. As the tide ebbed and the water ··in the river north of 
the da,m was at a,higher level than that. south or it, the tidega.tes would. 
th~n go -lip again.40 
. . . . 
Tannery. West .oi the corn 'mill and nearly opposite the present 
38o·d·. n' · · · · t· .. · .. · 1:.1·"· ·· . 
. · e · -, ~ .. ci • , . p~ ';,/ •. 
. . . 
39pierce, c. P., liThe Old· Corn Mill, 11 Salem Evening News, 
NoVember 12, 1926" ·· · 
40 ·.. . ... Carr, :.2J2•:~., P• 22. 
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. . . 
Fairview Aven:ue was Beverly1s f'irst tannery, built in· l642 on J.arid 
. . . 
granted to Jobn ScUdder~ ~te~ another tannery was established by' 
... 
Jos~ph Chipman.4l · ·. 
To prepare lrl.des :for use, the hair was scraped off and. the 
. . 
hides washed. ·They were tb.en spread out on a:f'}at surface and the 
tanning liquid, ustia.Uy made of chopped oak~Jidx:ed with water, was, ap-: 
- .. . 
plied.. The hides ·were 'thereafter stacked one on top of the other to 
facilitate bet:ter penetration' of the ·tannin •. Oil or tallow was then 
applied to :tna.ke them flexible and soft. · 
.··Spice factory •. The Weqber Spice Factory was located where the 
Metal Hydrides company on Congress .Street.'is today~ ··The spices were 
.. . . : .. ·. . . 
imported and prepared for retail market. They often arrived at the 
factory in the . form of a solid' m~ss as a result of .being pa~ked in the 
holds of. the ships:. . ~o pulverize thEr spices, they were placed· in mor- .. · 
. .. 
tars and pounded by a large pestle., Some ·of the spices prepared for 
market were cayenne pepper~ mustard, and ~inger., 
Ropema~g. To pl:'ovide the w.rious .kinds of cordage_ needed. by · 
.the merchants, rope was made. in B~verly •. · .. The Cabots built a ttropewalk11 
facing the harbor and. at the end-. of the present· day Essex Bridge. The · 
ropewalk was a lo~ shed_, five hundred .:f'eet long, designed to· extend the 
rop~ to.it~ gre~t~st:p~ssible length. ·When the.Essex B~idg~wa~ con• 
·· stl'Ucted.,: the ropewalk was c~t. into two sections and moved to L~tbrop 
Street where rope >1l!B.king,_was continued unt:i.i the building burned in 
'1862 .. 42 
.41te,pbam, ~· cit .• , P• 37" 
·42Ibid., p .. 5.3~ 
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- . .. 
Britannia and silverware. When Israel Trask first started work 
- ·. 
in his little ::~hop on Washington Street, he made only spoons of silver. 
Then one day when he was in the store o~ a Boston firm, a lady came in 
and as.ked to look at a teapot. Since the Embargo Act of 1807 had stopped 
the importation oi" goods f'rom Europe; the clerk ~Quld show her· none~ Eft-. 
Trask told the clerk he couJ,.d make one f'orher if t:he proprietor would 
give him some .old silva~., He r!3t'Urned to Beverly with the silver and· 
· proceeded to· make the teapot. 
The teapots made by. Trask wer~ oval in shape and more graceful 
than those sent froiJI. Engli.md •. At fir~t he usecl two·moulds, heated to 
. . :· . . . 
the right temperature, for the spout. One day as he began his process, 
he· heard the f'ire alarm and hurried f'ront his shop.. When b.e retttrned 
• •• , • • c • 
he found that the_< metal had fo+rited: a sirigie. mould.-. By accident he had 
l~arned · a new and easier, way.· of making the spout. . When antimony, copper; 
or :z;inc was added to the compos.ition, the resulting articles were called 
Britannia ware• 
The busiriess becam:e so large that in 1831 Trask decided to invest 
$325 ofhis $avings in a lot of land on Cabot ·street where he . ere~ted a 
stone shop; which is still standing, and behind it another. stone building· 
. . . 
. . . 
in which the metals were worke4. At this time Trask's brother came to.-
work with him.43 
Pottery making. A pottery, known as' the Iavi:rence Pottery, was es~ 
. tablished. by .a Mr. c. A. Lawrence. · All l.d.rtd.s of .pottery objects were · 
. - . .: . - . . 
made· here, some for everyday use and. other pieces for ornaments.. Bean 
. 43shermal:i,- F. F., "A Massachusetts Pevtcerer," The Magazine An-
tiques 4:27, January, 1924. · · 
pots, bowls, pitchers and vases were_a few of the articles made.,M. 
Summary. 
. ' . -
DUrihg the period of growth and expansion in America, Beverly 
was inaldng progress iii her· own.sinall way~ One of the first :industries 
·. .. 
in Beverly was farm:ing, With a greater portion of the land beiD.g de-. 
voted to the raising ~f ~uch crop~ as hay, corn, rye, barley, beans, · 
and other vegetables.- _Very crude implements were used to till the soil 
and· to harvest the crops.··._ cOv,s, sheep, hogs, and horses were. kept to 
help supply th.e peopl~ ts ?eeds. .· 
Fishing, the old~st of New lmg1and indttstries, was an ilitportant 
. . ' -
factor in the settlirig: of the. c()lony and a principal source of food. 
Many kinds of fish were caught; they _were cured by drying and salting. 
- - . . . ·. ' 
Some of the fish were consumed at home and the rest became a part of 
the export trade •. ·Fiahing was an occupation which. had 1m3,ny dangers 
but proved very profitable for those who were engaged in it~ 
·. Another . industry of this seacoast town was that of whaling. A.t 
. - . . ·' ·. 
least one whaling fleet sailed from its harbor. 
Although trade ~s not a profitable occupation at first, it be-
came one Qf the mo.st lucrative of the Bever.ly'; industries when some of 
the merehEmts of Beverly became participants· in the commerce of the 
Triangular Trade Route. Ships from this cqmnn.mi ty · traveled t.o all 
parts of the world. 
The inaldng of shoes was one of the most picturesque industries 
4lisee "Picture of Pottery,lt Appendix F, p.l30. · 
of the. early day-J3. For a time shoes were imported from·England., but 
with an incr~ased demand for shoes, small cobblerst shops sprang up •. 
Sometimes a cobbler would travel from town to town making and mending 
shoes. With the invention of shoe machinery, .the shoe ·industry was 
revolutionized and factories were established. The United Shoe 
Machinery Company was formed by the absorption of several small com..o · 
panies into one organization. This shoe machinery manufacturing com-
pany is still in operation. 
The first cotton mill in America was established and in.· ()pera-
tion in Beverly in 1789. George Washington visited the mill in that· 
year and ~poke fa~orably of the cloth being made there. 
Many other small industries came into existence to supply the 
needs of· the people of the town. Some of these were a brick yard, 
. corn mill, tannery, spice factory, rope walk for making rope, silver• 
smith shop, and a pottery shop. With these industries and many more 
of less importance, Beverly became a thriving community. 
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SOCIAL ANJ) GULTlJRAL DEVEIDPMsNTS 
The early settlers of Bev~rly overcame· the hardships of the 
· land and caused the settlement to prosper. They built homes and 
. .. . - . 
. . . -
churches, set up government and laws, and made some provision for 
48 
the education of· their children. Of these, the church was the center 
of all social and cultural activities. 
Religion 
The First Church. F:rom the settlement of Beverly until 1649,. 
the inhabitants of Beverly worshiped in the First Church of Salem. · 
All the .. Planters. on the Cape Ann .Side, including those who had never · 
~ . . . . . . 
· settled in. Salem, became members of the church _or congregatiotl gath ... 
ered there. Regardless of the weather, all wer~ expected to attend 
every Lord t s Day. · · As the population increased;·· the inconvenience· of 
. - ' ., - . ' . . 
crossing the.river in boats suggested the need for establishing a 
separate clpn;ch. .! , :request to 'i;ha~. effect was made to the Salem 
chtirch, and in 1650 'an ansWer was r,eturned authorizing the. brethren 
·on Bas.s River Side to. procure the services of an able and approved 
. . . . . ·· .. ·. ·.· . . ·.· . . ·. 1 
teach,er. but stili retain their connection with the chUrch in Salem. · 
A. few yeat~s il.B.ter a second request was made to the church in 
Salem:. 
But upon: farther . experi,ence wee, uppon the 23 of the 
first month, 1656~ presented our desires to be a church of 
!stone," E. M.,. Histor;y of Beverli, p. 204 
ourselves, and after· some agitation about it, wherein our teach-
er· stoOd ·for ·us,· it' was put to. voat and yeeilded unto none ap- · 
peering opposite, "wee protesting their was noe disl:lnioil in 
judgment or affection intended but brotherly communion. 
Our ·desires being cOnsented unto, we proceeded to build 
a meeting house on· Basse River Side, and wee called unto us 
successively to dispense the word of. life unto ·us, Mr. Josua.h 
Hubbard, Mr. Jeremyah Hubbard; and Mr. John Hailes, and after 
almost . three yea]:es ·. ex:perien'6e of Mr •. John Hai.les' our motion 
was againe renued the 23 of. 4 moth 1667.2 .. 
A church organization was still needed to stabilize the pastor-
al relation, and i~ the .winter of 1666 the.following petition was pre-
sented to the church in Salem: 
We, whose na:rnes are underwritten, the brethren and sis-
ters on Basse River Side, belonging to Basse River, doe present 
our desires to the rest of the Church o£ Salem, that with their 
consent, wee and our children may be a church of ourselves, which 
wee also present unto Mr. Hale desiring him to join with us and 
to be our pastor with the approbation o£ the rest of the church.3 
The above petition was signed by Roger Conant and forty-eight 
. . 
other church members. In the summer of 1667 the petition was granted . 
49 
and they were tree to become an ind.e_Pe~dent church. Following tJ:tis con-
sent, the brethren, on August 2S, 16~7, renewed their call .tC? Mt-. Hale 
to become .their pastor. September 2oth was set for an impressive ser•. 
vice 6£ ordination. Invitations were sent to the churches of Salem, 
Ipswich, and Wenham. It was at this ordination service that Mr. Hale 
was publicly recognized as pastor o£ the Church of Ghrist at Bass River 
. . . 
. in S~lem.4 
.~i;s~ B~ok gt Records .£!: the Firs'!i Church jn Beyerlx, p. 12 • 
.3~., pp. 12-13. 
Astone, .Q.:Q• cit., W• 205-206. 
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The f~~t £ast'day entered on the: parish records was on Ootobe:r 
' .. ;' . . .. '· 
10, 1667 ." , On the 26th of ·Jarl't.lB.ry, 1668, th~ Council of Magistrates ap-
Pointed a gen~al fast ~omourn for profaneness, superstition, and her• 
~syf to prevent b~sting mildew and :ater!>iJ..J.a:rs in 'the ensuing year; 
. ' . 
and to convert_ the rising generation.. In September, 1669, a day was 
. •. t. ., '" . .·~ .; • . . ,. ' 
. · set ~part for a Pu.blic ThankSgiving to t:qe Lord for the harvests. 5. 
So that fir. Hale might give· hi$ complete.attention to the work. 
. ,. ~ . - '' . . . 
of the nii;nistry,. his fina~cial ail.d material needs. were supplied by the 
. . ... . ,..:,· .. - : ..... . .:. . . . . . 
cong~egation. He vias ·paid. £.70 each year • His firewo.od was provided by 
. . . . ~- . ~ ' ·,:· . . . . . . . .~ 
the men of the church,-~d:two men we:re chosen year by year to take it 
. ' 
to his. house. __ A house _was furnished .him ol?- a -two acre lot of land, as 
well as pasture land and a meadow which would provide. about four ~ads . 
. . . . . ' :·". . . 
of hay. Mr. Bale was to< have the use of these as long as he continued 
. . . - . . .. . . . . 
in the ministry here. To proVide for his wife and children ill case of 
. . . .. ' . . 
his death, it was ag~eed that either tl:J.e house .and two acre lot or the 
equivalent would be theirs. 
' ' . 
: .. . . 
Mr. Hale ser:Ved the First Church in Beverly ·until his death in 
.1700. He was succeeded by mr. Thomas Blowers of Cambridge who was in~ 
. . . . ' . . . 
vi ted to serve as pastor of the· church. B.esides the ordinary Sunday 
. . . . ' 
services, he was reqttired. to preach·a monthly lecture apd noatechize0 
tl:le children. llh' .. Blowers was pastor for twenty-ei~ht years, until 
> • ~ < • ,. • • • ., • • • 
the time of his death. Following his passing, the churoh called a 
Mr. Joseph Champney to become pas~()r~ 
. · .AS early as 1665 Henry Bailey served as sa1tton of the church., 
·_· · ·
5ober, F. A., ttBeverly,u iil History of Essex County, vol. 11 
p. 685. ' 
His salary was fixed at· a peck o£ corn a year~ £rom each family. · !n 
1680 the practice of ringing.the bell at 9 otclock was begun. Besides 
keeping the key of the meeting house and :i-ingiilg the bell, the sexton· 
was also_responsible for the care o£ the hourglass. On the Sabbath, 
. he turned the glass as the text was named by the minister. 
I£ the sermon was completed before the sands had all rtm. 
out, he was admonished that he bad not complied with the reason .. 
able ex:pectatio:ri o£ his hearers, whether sleepii:tg or waldng,-
both classes having tacitly contracted £or an hour's enjoyment 
in their own. peculiar way •.. If his zeal inclined him to. go be- . 
yond the standard measure, the turning o£ the glass .by the faith-
ful saxton reminded hiJp. that he was askib.g more o£ the patience 
of his hearers than they had tacitly agreed to give. But there 
were times when both preacher and hearers were wgn contented to 
go through the second, and even the third glass. . 
The first house of worship was erected iri 1656 at the place 
where the Salvation Army is now located. It was altered from time to 
time to accommodate the increasing congregation and continued to be 
used £or about twenty-five years. It was then sold and a larger build--
ing was erected. 
In 1682 the second house was built where the church stands today. 
This house, like the first, was used for the transaction of public bu.si,.. 
ness. In 1727 a powder room was constructed in it £or the safekeeping 
of the ammunit_ion belonging to the town. Because at this time fires 
were never kindled in the meeting bouse, it was considered the safest 
place to store the powder. Whenever a thunderstorm occurred during a 
service the congregation ·left the building for the sake of safety. 
. ' 
In 1770 a third and larger house was built to take the place of 
6stone, .ru2• cit., p. 221. 
Boston University: 
Sc.hoo.l of Education 
LibrarY. 
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the second one which had bee~ taken down because of its inadequacy. 
There were two rows of pews around the walls on the floor of the house. 
The area, separated. in the center by an aisle running from the door to 
. ' . 
the pulpit, was filled with free seats for the accommodation of those 
. . 
. who did.not choose to s~t in pews. The gallerr contained twenty-seven 
' 
wall pews; seats were assigned there for the colored persons, as there 
were twenty-eight slaves in the town.7 
From time to tinie changes were made in the meeting house. lt was 
enlarged in 1795 by dividing it through the center and insertillg . twenty 
feet. In. 1.822 the meeting house was first ·warmed by two stoves, and in 
1.835 an organ was installed when the house was again remodeled. 8 ·A 
change from the simple, long seats came in the erection of the square 
. pew, with its open-work top. These were later replaced by the more 
convenient slip-pew. 
The seating arrangement in the early churches was quite differ-
ent from that of' today~ ·.The men and women were seated separately on 
opposite sides of the church. This unsocial method separated each 
. family; and the children had to sit on benches in the aisles. The most· 
'llil.rU..lS boys were placed on the pulpit staircase .where the minist.er 
could keep his eye on them. This arrangement caused many disturbances 
annoying to both the minister and the congregation. 
The First Parish or Old South Church, as it is sometimes cal.J,ed, 
is now a Unitarian church. A gradual change in .belief came upon the 
7 . 
_llig., p. 38. 
8 ... · ..... 
Leslie, B. S., The First Parish Church, p. 3. 
congregation during Dr. Abbott's ministry in the early 1800's.9 
. :"' " ·. . 
Witchcraft. In 1692 the delusion of witchcraft broke out. 
It began in Salem Village, now Danvers 1 _ when a. physician. declared 
that a child of Reverend. Parris was· under an evil hand.10 This news 
quickly ~~ead to nearby towns an.d_soon the most outrageous £a.naticism 
prevailed. People cpmpletely innocent of any wrong were accused on 
the most trifling pretences •. To get attention or gratify revenge, 
some persons would· cry out as if' in pain and. declare themselves tor-
. . . . . . 
mented by unseen. agents in distant places. Children ·and parents. with-
in families were encouraged ·to testify ~gains~ one another. If a poor, 
old woman couJ.dntt cry when she was accused, it was considered good 
evidence· that_ ·s:ne was guilty • Reverend George Burroughs was accused, 
of being aided by the prince ·of darkness. because he exhibited ·unusual 
feats of strength.· He was condemned and eXecuted as a resul.t. Before 
his death he gave a· very stirring ·speech and offered a prayer which 
brought tears to the eyes of some but ~de others more sure that this 
. . . . 
was proof of. hi~ in~imacy with the .devil.. Giles Cory, an eighty year· 
. . . . . - ' ' . . 
old man, was another accuseCI. of witchcraft •. He was condemned and crushed 
to death because he. refused to plead to the indictment • 
. - ~ -
Although none of Be'V'erly1 s people was ax:ecuted in these proceed• 
ings, several were cried out_ agai_nst and narrowly escaped with their 
lives. Four, at~ least: . Dorcas Hoar, Sarah Morell, Susanna Rootes, and 
. . . 
9Morgan,. W •. C~, Beverly, Garden City l2:Y; ~-Sea, p. 90. 
. . . . . . . ' . 
ln- . ·_ . -~tone, .2J2• cit., p. 21.3. 
Job Tuckey were accused, arrested, condemned, and :i.m.prisoned.11 From 
the records . of. the trials, Dorcas Hoar was the bravest and most out-
spoken. 
When Dorcas H?ar .was brought into court, the afflicted pre-
tend~ to fall in~o fits at sight of her. After coming out of them, 
they vied with each other in heaping all sorts of accusations upon 
. . 
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the prisoner. Abigail W~lliams and. Ann Putnaiil charged her with having 
choked a woman in Boston. Elizabeth Hubbard cried out that she was 
pinching her and showed the marks to those standing by. 
The magistrate, indignantly believing the whole, said, 
."Dorcas Hoar, why do you hurt these?• 
1 I never hurt any child in my life. 8 
The girls then charged her with having killed her hus-
. band, and with various other crimes·.·· Mary Walcot, Susanna 
Sheldon, and Abigail Williams said· they saw a black man whisper-
ing in her ear • · · 
The spirit of the prisoner was raised and she said, "Oh,. 
you are liars, and God will stop the mouth of liarstu 
The anger of the magistrates was roused by this bold out-
break. 
"You are not to speak after this manner .in the court.u 
· •I will ~peak the truth as long as I live, • she fear-
lessly replied .12 . . . 
or course she Was sent to .prison. 
Another n~tim of the wi tehcraft trials was Bridget Bishop, a 
. llober, · .2!2· · ~·, P• 690(0 
12 . 
Upham, c. W., Salem Witchcraft, vol. 2, p. 144• 
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member of good standing in the Beverly church. Bridget was the wife 
of Edward Bish.op who was a sawyer, a ·position of high rank in. industry. 13 
He and his wife lived within· the limits of what was then Salem but is 
. . . 
. now a part of Beverly. ~ridget kept an eating place for travelers and 
allowed. amusements that seemed scandalous. This, with her lack of 
. . . 
Puritan manners, dress, and conduct, caused her to be a victim of gos-. 
Bridget Bishop was charged with witchcraft at two different 
times. She .was ffrst accused in 1680 but was acquitted, probably be·; 
cause public sentiment .had not been sufficiently aroused. AgaiD. in 
1692 Bridget .. was .ac:cusf3d of' witchcraft arid condemned to a disgraceful 
death on the scaffold. Thus she b~came the first of twenty to lay down 
her life · in the place of exec~tion. ·. 
Aceordingto Berna:cl s. Leslie, even Mrs. Bishop's own ininister, 
Mr. Hale, testified against her at the end.14 On the other hand, Edwin 
. . . . 
M. Stone states that Hale attended the examinations and trials of all 
accused persons, but that it is possible he was there to investigate the 
.· . - ,· . 
merits of the various accusations ·rather than with the purpose of' en-
. dorsing the prevailing opinions .• 
In October, 1692, someone ill Wenham accused Mrs. John Hale, the 
mi~isterts wife,. of wit~hera.ft. This was quite a different situat~on 
and one that Hale had not foreseen. It, however; brought an end to 
·this fanaticism. Mr •. Hale was convinced of. his wife1 s i.Iinocence and 
. 
13upham, c. w., Salem Witchcraft, vol. 1, p. 191. 
~eslie, £m• ill·, p. 41. 
' 
resolved to extinguish this wave of ,terror. He stated in his book: 
·.We have cause to be humbled for the mistakes and er-
rors which have been in these colonies, in their proceedings 
against persons· for this crime, above fourty years ago and 
downwards. But I would come yet nearer to our own times, and 
bewail the errors and Iilistakes that have been in the year 
1692.15 . . . 
The Sunday school. Fr6m. the time of the establishment of the 
first church in Beverly in 1667, the responsibility for the religious 
instruction of the children was placed upon the minister. For a time 
the parish minister ga:ve, .this instruction, but gradually the practice 
faded away and the parents .were left accountable for the training of 
their children to love and serve God., Many parents . failed in their 
responsibility and t~e results were felt throughout the settlement. 
Public interest began to develop along the lines of providing 
religious instruction which would improve the moral standards of the 
rising generation •. Various plans were suggested and temporarily 
adopted. One of these.was the Sabbath School Syst~m originated by 
Robert Raikes in England for the neglected children in his neighbor-
hoo<l.16 
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In 1810, two ladies of the First Clmroh, Miss Joanna Prince and 
Miss Hannah Hill, collected a number of children and started a Sunday 
sohoo1.,17 This was one of the.earliest attempts at the establishment 
~ . . . 
... Hale, Jolm, A Modest Inquiry into Witchcraft, pp. 166-167. 
- . . . 
16stone' QQ. ~., p. 299. · 
17 . . . 
Leslie, .212• cit.,, p., 3. 
of_ tl Sunciay sc~ool in New England. Some sources claim this to be the 
first Sunday school in America. It proved to be a great success and 
- . . . 
was soon tried in adjoining towns. 
- ·.' . . 
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Other churches. · The Second ',Barish, formerly known· as 1'The pre-
cinct of Sale~ and Beverly,~ was inco;r:-porated inl713 by an act or .the 
18 . .·.·. . . 
General Court. · This parish included the Ryal Side and Conant Street 
sections. Following the action.of the General Court, a meeting house 
was built. In 1715, after a ·season of prayer and fasting, it was de-
cided to call Mr. Jolm Chipman to serve as pastor • 
. · lVIr. Chipman served the Second Parish for a period of sixty years, 
which was a longer time than any of the clergymen in Beverly served. 
Wattst Psalms and Hynms were introduced in 1770 in the Second 
.v ' ' 
Parish, caus~n{?; q:Ute a dlsturbance. Many of the church members were 
extremely prejudiced toward this, bUt grad.ual:Ly, as the people became 
familiar with the innovation, the opposition fad~d away.19 
.. 
·The beginning of the Baptist history ill Beverly was in the lat-
. . . 
· ter part of the 17oo•s. At that time there were, a few people from · 
Beverly attending the Baptist church in New Rowley, now Georgetown. 
. . . . 
For awhile the Baptish belief was not very popular, but soon there were· 
. . 
enough of like faith from var:l(IUS towns to form. a Baptist church in 
Danversport. Five years later, because of an increase in believers, 
. . . 
it seemed feasible to form a separate church in Beve:r:-ly •.. After some 
' ,. . . ·., .. 
delay, the request was granted by the Danversport church, and on 
ls:l.- . . 
-Morgan, -,sm. cit., P• 93. 
19 . . Stone, gg. ~., p. 266 •. 
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March 25, 1801, the Fir$t Calvinistic Church of Beverly was formed 
' . . 
. ·. 20 
with nineteen members. 
~he Second Baptist Church, Beverly Farms, began in 1826, when 
Mr. Benjamin Knight of Salem began to hold meetings in the schoolhouse.· . 
which was located near the spot where the present church stands. In 
1827 a church of eleven members Wa.s organized. lWr. Knight was ordained 
as pastor. This church was known as a Christian Baptist Church. The 
schoolhouse soon became .too small and a new church was built. Bricks 
used in· its construction had been. used previously. in the building of 
. . . ' .. 21 
the first cotton mill of Beverly. · 
The Dane Street .Congregational Church was known as the Third 
. .. . ' 
Congregational Church and. was organized in 1802 by a group of people 
from the First Church. Because o£: a split in this church over the ques-
tion of temperance, some of the members left the Third Congregational 
Church and in 1838 formed . the Washington Street Congregational Church. 
St •. Maryt s ·Star of the Sea Church was begun when the· old Baptist 
. . . 
church was purchased by the Roman Catholics. Up to this time Beverly 
' ' 
atid the area as fa.r north as Newbin.7Port and Gloucester were a part of 
the ImmacUlate Conception Chnrch in Salem. After the purchase of the 
old Baptist church, it was soon made ready for . use. On Sunday, . July. 23, 
1870, the new .church was dedicated by the Reverend P. F. Lyndon. It 
' .· . ··•·· . . ' . . . 22 
was later destroyed by fire and replaced by a large brick church. 
Besides these churches which have already been mentioned, many 
2~orga~, SE• cit., P• 95. 
21 . ' 
Ibid.'·. p. 101. 
22Ibid., p. 115. 
otherswere soon organized, including the Avenue.Methodist Church, 
the First Universalist Church, St. Peter's Episcopal Church, and St. 
. . 
Margaret's Church. 
Government and Civic Activities· 
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Incorporated as !:. town. By 1665 the Bass River people were al-
_lowed by the General Court to exercise some of the powers of a town, 
a preJ jnjj nary step'. before final separation from the mother settlement • 
In 1668 the·following request was made to the General Court: . 
wp.ereas we· the inhabitants of Basse River and Cape Ann 
side after many agitations in publique meetings what might be 
for our more comfortable settleing made choise of some amongst 
us to draw upp a wrigting 'specifying. our desires and deputing-
messengers to the General Court held.att Boston the 29t.~ of . 
Aprill 1668 .. oy p_etition to our Governor & magistrates to in-
vest them with pbwer to choose yearly a fitt number of persons, 
who might have power within themselves as Selectmen have in · 
other places, and so to act in the. behalte of the place by em-
ploying others, officers or persons as the affairs of the place _ 
may occasion~, · · · 
. . th 
Att the next General Court att Boston the 14 of 
October· 1668 wee received this answer; that they judged meete 
that henceforth we~ should be a townshipp of ourselves noma-
nating it Beve:t-ly. 3 ·· 
In November, 1668, at a general meeting of Beverly's inhabitants, 
five selectmen were ehosenby vote to order the affairs. for the follow-
ing year: Capt. Thomas Lothrop, William Dixey, William Dodge, John 
West, and Paul Thorndike.· 
In 1670 announcements.of town meetings were first posted on the 
meeting house. Up to this time the people had been notified by personal 
23Tovm Records, 1668, p. 5~ 
• 
warning .. By 1687 the inhabitants had become so careless about attend-
ing the town meetings that it was voted to fine those who were absent 
from future meetings a sum of ten sbillings.24 It is not known whether 
anyone was ever fined for this offense. 
Although the town records began in 1665, there was no town clerk 
until 1690 when Andrew Elliot was elected~ During the years before 
Elliott s election, the records had been kept by the selectmen... Elliot 
had also served as selectman and representative to the General Court. 
He was one of the five witnesses from Beverly who attended the execu-
tion of the Indian deed of the town of Salem. 
Robert Briscoe was another town officer worthy of mention. He 
was born in England, married a girl from a noble famil.y against the 
viEllm: of her friends, and was persuaded to come to America. He owned 
a considerable amount of·property and his dwellings were furnished in 
grand style.. Among the legacies he left to his negro boy, Cs:to, were 
'{20, a cow, and at twenty-four years of age his £reedom~25 The name 
of Briscoe is often mentioned by Beverly. citizens because of a junior 
high school named for Robert Briscoe ... 
Among the distinguished citizens . of Beverly in the mi.ddle 1700.' s 
was Robert Hale, Jr"' When he was about sixteen years of age he w.as em-
P'l.oyed to teach in the grannnar school. La:ter he went to Harvard College 
and then studied medicine under Dr. Manning of Ipswich. He soon had a 
practice that extended to all the nearby towns. Dr. Hale also served 
2hstone,. 3!• ~., p.. .34 • 
2:5Ibid .. , p:. 3;7 • 
-
the conununity as justice of the peace, collector of excise for Essex 
County, and chairman of the school committee. 
. . ' - . ' ·. . 
Building of Essex Bridge. In the latter.part of the 1700's 
many of Beverly's town officers and citizens worked ardently on the 
project of' having a bridge built across the Bass River which separates 
Salem and Beverly. This bridge, if built, would take the place of the 
ferry then in use. 
The first type of transportation across the Bass River was b,y 
dugout, when Conant, WoOdbery, and the other Old Planters crossed the 
river and first settled on Cape Ann Side. 
In 16,36 a ferry was established between Salem and Beverly. Jobn 
Stone was appoint~d t~ operate it and was to charge a penny a passage 
for each inhabitant and two pence for a stranger. At this tiin.e there 
. were no provisions for an:ilml.ls. · About three years later William Dixey 
. . 
took charge of the terry. He was to keep a horse-boat and besides the 
. ' 
fares listed above was to c~ge 6 pence for horses and great beasts, 
·.· . . 26 
and 2 pence for goats, calves, and swine. 
Even after the. .~stablishment of a ferry, it was still an incon-
venient way to travel. As a result, a new ferry lane was laid out in 
1701. The tolls; 'of the fe-!Ty were appropriated for the support of the 
grannnar schools in Salem. This infuriated the Beverly inhabitants and 
was frequently protested, but to no avail.27 
rn·.the middle and latter 17oo•s there were Some changes made in 
. 
2Gaantoul~ R. s., PThe Building of Essex Brid.ge,u in Historical 
Collections of the Essex Institute, vol • .30, p. 60. 
27 ' 6 
.I.Qig.' p. .3. 
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. . 
the ferry service.. Improvements in the mode of tran$portation to the 
. . 
ferry were reflected in the toll charges. · In 17 49 the tolls were set 
at 1 copper for a passenger, 2 coppers for a horse, 7 for a chair, 9 
. . . . ' . ' . . . .. ' ·.·· 28 ' . . .·. 
· for a two-wheeled chaise, and 11 for a fo'tlr..:.wheeled carriage. ·Another· 
.change was that a boat was to be kept on each_side of the river during 
the_ night; and no more_than double the regular toll was to be charged 
for unreasonable hours. In 1784 the Salem approach to the r~ was 
reconstructed in the hope of silencing the growing clamor for a bridge. 
The proposal of spanning the river·_ with a bridge came from 
Beverly. Since Beverly is o_n the opposiie ·side_ of the river from Salem 
and the toWns leading to Boston, it is natural ~hat Beverly would have 
a greater interest in securing an easy passage of the river. 
The first recorded. movement for a bridge seems to have begun 
' . 
June l3, 1787, by the execution of an agreement for stock.29 
· The towns located within· close P'roximity· of Beverly expressed 
themselves freely in regard to the. matter of building a bridge. The 
first propos~l for a bridge came from Beverly bu~ w~s opposed b,rSalem. · 
It is probable ·that Salem feared the competition of the growing com• 
munity of BeverlY'. J)anvers• also opposed the_ proposal because it would 
divert travel from the route thrcugh Danvers, although it was inconven-
' . . 
ient. By November of 178'7 sixteen towns bad expressed their. desire for 
. . 
the bridge. Most of the towns favoring its construction were located 
north of Salem and reached as far as Newbllryport .and Gloucester. 
28 .. ·. . .. 
Stone, QB• cit., p. 108. 
. . 
2%antoul, .QR~ ill•, P• 69 • 
Arter a long and difficult struggle, the :aridge Bill was finally 
passed by both h~uses of the Gen.eral Court on November 17, 1787.3° 
The following quotation is taken from the original records of 
Essex Bridge:. 
J:nd. be it further enacted by the authority aforesaid, That 
for the purpose of reimbursing the said proprietors, the monies 
by them expended or to be expended in building and supporting the 
said bridge, a toll be and hereby is granted and established for 
the sole benefit of the said proprietors according to the rates . 
following, to witt for each foot passenger one fiftieth part of 
a dollar; for each horse and chaise, :for each sulky or for each 
sley drawn by one or more horses, one eighth of a dollar; for each 
coach, chariot, waggon or curricle one fourth of a dollar; for 
each cart, waggon, sled.or sley or other carriage of burthen, 
drawn by !)ne or more beasts, one tenth of a dollar; for each wheel-
barrow, handcart or other vehicle capable of carrying a like weight 
with one person three hundredths of a dollar each; for sheep and 
swine at the rate of one· twelfth of a dollir for each dozen; and. 
toll on Lord's ·days shall be double the above rates. .And to each. 
team one person and no more shall be as a driver to pass free of· · 
. toll; and at all times when the toll gatherer shall not attend his 
duty the gate or gates shall be ieft open. And the said toll shall 
commence on the day of the opening of. the said bridge for passengers 
and shall continue. fo't and during the term of seventy years; at the 
end of which time the said bridge shall be delivered up in good re-
pair to and for the use of this government. · 
. Be it further enacted, by the authority, foresaid, That the 
said. proprietors shall build, and during the said term keep, a con-
venient and sufficient draw or' passage~y at least thirty feet 
wide at some place in said bridge proper for the passing and repass-
ing of vessels, by day and by night, through the said b1"idge, and 
shall also bu.Ud and. maintain in good repair a well constructed and 
substantial pier or wharf on each side of the said bridge and ad-
joining to the draw every way sufficient for vessels to lie at se-
curely' •. And the said draw s:hall be lifted for all ships and vessels. 
without toll or pay, except for boats passing for pleasure, and all 
ships and vessels intending to pass the said draw shall lie free of 
charge at the wharf or pier until a suitable time shall offer for 
passing the same. .. • ..3 • . 
3°Ibid., p. 82•. 
3loriginal Records of Essex Bridge, 1787-1869. · 
.. . ·- .. 
The members. of the corporat~on were George Cabot, John Cabot, 
. John F~ske, Israe.l.Thorndike, a:nd Joseph White. Of the five, three : 
. . . '" . . . \ 
· were Beverly inhabitants. .As soon as these men were appointed, they 
pushed the· building of .~lie bridge as rapid:;Ly as possible.· Lemuel Co;x:1 
a prominent English' engin,e~r 1 · was engaged to construct the bridge. _How• 
ever; he was discharged before the job was completed and Captain Joseph. 
tee . of Beverly was hired to supervise the remainde~ of: the work. The . 
. first pier 'was-laid i.n ·y~'-1788, and on- the 24th of September Essex .· 
Bridge was officia:P.Y ·ope~edfor us-e.32 · 
One ·man .. served· as both toll-g~therer and draw tender. A. single 
toll house was ·provided with a sleeping room for an attendant, a proj~ct­
ing roof over the broa.dwindow through which·tolls were paid, a hospf~l 
. ' 
· .·seat beneath it, and e. shelf inside for convenience in making change. 
.. . . 
OIJ._ the Salem side was a .. large, painteci board showing the legal rates of 
toll; since this was a· frequented spot, midway between two great towris, · 
a blackboard was provided on whieh probate 'notices and publications of· 
intention. of marriage· were posted. A long bar swung on a heavy hinge 
·acrosE! the bridge, after the manner of a turnpike g~te, and this was 
closed at midnight; or whenever the toll ... gatherer was for the moment 
of:f duty. 33 · 
The completion of' · the bridge did ~ot end all the· problems con'"". 
nected with travel across tb.e river •.. The ·bridge was constantly needing 
repairs; and the system for taking and b,andllng the toll was revised 
.32see "Picture o:f Essex Bridge, n Appendix G, p. 131. 
3~ . 
·""'Rantoul., .Q12• cit., p. 86.; .· · 
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from time to time. A note of interest is that the bridge was sometimes 
referred to as Spite Bridge because of the resentment it bad caused 
among neighbor~g towns.~4 
. ' ·: . . 
Beverly's-.residents·felt·most honored and. well reJ>aid for ali. 
their efforts when George Washington viewed and traveled ovel" the bridge . 
· while visiting here in 1789.35 
Public services. · In ·the earlY period of the colony there·was no 
organized police force such as we know today •. Unruly inhabitants were 
punished by putting them in the stocks or the whipping post usually set 
up in the vicinity of the mee.ti.xig house. Such pl;'Ul:i.shments were inflicted 
upon those who broke the Sabbath, smoked in public, drank to ~cess, in-. 
jured the property of others, or made scandalous speeches against the· 
church or gove:i:-nment. The story is 'told of. a traveler coming to the 
door of a good justice of the peace and asking fpr shelter and refresh-
ment on a cold winter night. In the course of the conversation, he ut ... 
tared a word considered profane by the . justice. He was ushered to the 
. . . 
stocks to sit for an hour. When the· time was up he returned to the home 
and was .given a ~ightts lodging~36 
It was not long after Beverly was incorporated as a town before 
the needs of the poor·werebrought to the attention of the townsmen~ 
Byl.720 it was voted by the town to build ~- altnshouse. This vote, how .... 
ever, was·reconsidered and it was 1803 before a house was built for this 
3L . . 
•. ""'3tone, .Qlh ill·, p. llo. 
35&.ntoul, g:e .. cit •. , P• 91 •. 
36 . . . ·. . . . . 
Stone, .QR• c:~.t., P• 19.3. 
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purpose. Its occupants cultivated the land, raising potatoes and 
vegetables, to help t.:~upply their own needs. They also cut enough hay 
to keep two cows. 
'·. ··. . . 
·.As tinie went on the town provided various public services as the 
needs arose. At a town meeting in 1774 _steps were taken to organize a 
fire department and to purchase fire equipment.. The Beverly Bank was 
incorporated on July 2:3, 1802 •. The Social Library was also begUn the 
. ' . . . ,. . . . 
same year. By 1838 there were forty-three streets, courts, and squares · 
named by order of the town. 
The first newspaper, the Beverly Citizen, was a_ weekly which be-
gan about 1850. This paper continued in circulation until 1903. Before 
its end another weekly paper known as the Beverly Times was founded by 
Willi8Jil o. Wylie, 'William c. Morgan~ and Ephraim M. Bates in .1882. In. 
eompar±son to todayt s papers, news was ·at a minim:um-.. The first issue of 
the UTimes11 devoted its front page to·advertisements, a poem entitled 
_"Sunset On the Water,"and.a fictional story, ·~A Waif~ Yet a Hero.•37 
On October 5,, J.893, a daily paper; the Beverly Evening Times, was first 
' ' . 
published. This paper p;oved so popular that the "Citizen" finally 
ceased publication,· and the "Times" still continu,es ·as Beverlyts one 
. ' 
. . .. 
and only newspaper~ ~viis R. Hovey.is the present editor and publisher; 
. . ' . 
his sons, Laurance and Carleton, are serving as general manager aila. man-
aging editor, respectively. 
. -
Incorporated §§ !! cit:i. The town of Beverly, which was incorpor-
ated on October 14, 1668, adopted a city charter and became incorporated .· 
• •• ~d ' 
37BeverlyTimes, .October 4, 1882,- p •. 1. 
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as a city . in 1S94~.3S .·.The n~wly. elected mayor and. city of£icials were ·.·· ' · 
sworn into office on .January 7, 1895.. 'This change from the time honored 
institution of the: New .England town meeting was justified when the growth 
. . 
of population necessitated it for the public good. The state constitU.-
tion £ixed a po~tion. o~. riot ~ess · than twelve thousand as the lindt at 
which a city charter couid begin.· When Beverly found that its po~tion 
exceeded that number1 a. charter was applied for arid granted, making 
Beverly a city in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts)9 . 
. Education 
~ of the General Court. In 1647 a law was passed in Massachusetts 
. . 
stating that every township, as it increased. to· fifty families, shouJ.CI. ap-
point someone to teach the cbildre:r:i to read and write. ··Townships with one 
hundred families were to set up a grammar school. 4° At this time Be'\Terly 
Wa.s a part of Salem, which may have excused her from this law. The educa-
tion of the plAnter's children may have been provided for soon a£ter ·set:-: 
tlement, but there is no record of. su,ch.unti116;6. 
· An act passed by the General Court in 1702 declared the schools td 
. ; . 
be nshamefully neglected," and required towns of one hundred families or 
more to keep a grammar school or ·pay a fine of ~20.-4J. . Beverly opened sueh 
. . 
a school.. and hired Dr. Robert Hale as teacher .. 
' ' . . . 
3Ssee PPicture oi Cabot Street, tt App~ndix H, P• 132 • 
.39Beverl.y Git:y Doouments-1895, P• 1~. · 
4~ecords £1. Massachusetts, 1648-1649,· P• 203 •. 
4J.Br~, c. H., The Schools and Schoolmasters £1.. Beverly Before 
the Revolution, P• 6. · · · · · · 
. . . . 
·Schools and schoolmasters. ··The first meetinghouse, built in 
16561 was used fo~ a sch~ol•' In 167 4 it was ordered. by the town that 
' . . . - . . . ~· . . . . 
a schoolhouse be built on the tovmts· land near the me~t.inghouse, but 
the building of this school was delayed f'or some years. In 1677 the 
selectmen opened a . free . school which continued to be held in the meet-
inghouse in St!Jillller and som~ o~her convenient place in winter• 
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· A £:ree scho:ol in those times We.~ quite different from the public 
school of: today. It is true that the town, .bore :Part of the expense, but. 
. . . . ,·. 
the school charged a·regular tuition to cover the rest. It a parent.was. 
. . . . . . . . . 
' . ' . . . . . . 
actually too poor to. pay bis child1 s tuiticm, the child received his 
schooling for nothing~ The school was free in that it did not~ exclude · 
anyone because of his financial standillg.42 
Samuel Hardie, the first schoolmaster whose ·name is recorded, 
I . . . . 
agreed to teach read.ing, writing, /arithmetic, a:nd Latin :i,n the free 
school. He was to collect the. payments of· the scholars, and if the 
sum collected did not amount to f20, the town was .to contribute the· 
... 
remaining· portion; this vias his salary~ ·.If it .exceeded. £20, the s~~ 
·plus went to the town.43 
Finally, in 1716, a schoolhouse was built. It was a unique 
' . ' 
school in that it was moved on wheels to ;four different districts and 
.. remained at each district for a period of three m0nths. The reason for 
. . 
this was that the . children bad to· walk long distances if it remained in · 
one place.· 
A2 · .. · 
Ibid.' p. 2 •. , 
43storie, .sm. cit·· , p. lll. 
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In 179'7 a gra~ schoolhouse was erected on Watch Hill. The 
· downstairs part. of the building W'at:r used for a school and the upstairs 
. ·. . ' . . . . . ·.· .· . . .. 
served ~s a·· hall for toW1l ;meetings. In 18'41 the district bought the ·. 
schoolhouse and 1sfd and named it Briscoe. .This building was later 
moved to a lOt on the common and was opened up as the central grammar 
school in 1875. At that time the name was changed to Hardie Sch.ool1 
in honor o£ Samuel Hardie. 
About 1825 ·various changes and improvements were m.ade regarding 
the sch~ols. _ .. The .. grannnar school Was abolished and a law was passed to 
' . : . ,'. . ' . . . 
divide the school money raised.by.the town among the ten school.districts~ 
The school committee rerlsed the s~hool regulations andthesewere ad~pted 
at a. town meeting~ Some of the books prescribed by the committee were 
CUmming•_s Spelling Book, New Te~tament, National Reader, Sullivtm's Poli- · 
tical Class Book, Woodbridge1s.·Geography and AtJ.as, Oolburn•s.Aritbmetic, 
Goodrich's History _of the, UI1ited' States, Comstciclf' s. Philosophy, Holbrook's . 
Geometry, and Fowlet s Linear. Drawing.,44. 
' . . . 
In· lSL.l. the number of children in the town was reported. There 
were 1,249 children between the ages .~£ 4 and. 16; 50 were over 16 years 
. : . . 
of age1 and 46 were und~r 4. The average attendance at s~hool was 504 in 
summer and 593 in winter.45 · 
The first secondary schools were ·provided through private institu~. 
tiona. The Beverly .Academy ~~ begun in 1833 by a group of interested · 
persons. The school had a principal and an assistant whO taught about 
44Ibid., p~ llL 
45Ibid,., P• ll5. 
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thirty pupils. A little later another school or this type was sponsored 
' ' 
by the Second ~arish and was incorporated as the. New Engla!ld. Christian 
Academy. Because of financial difficulties, it did not last. 
It was not Until 1857 that a public high school was established. 
The. school .was first located a:t Beverly Farms, some distance from the· . 
. center of the toWn.. From here i i moved to the Odd. Fellows' Hall, then · 
to the armory on Cabot. Street, where it remailied until the Briscoe build• .. 
. . ._· . . 
· ing was ()OIDpletect in i875• In 1925 the school moved again to the present 
Beverly High Soh.Ool' building. Brisc~e is now used as a junior high school~ 
School regu:J,.a tions, ..• Tb.e -regulations or the colonial schools were 
quite different from those of' today'. School was kept in summer and win-
ter. without hOlidays as lb;iig as there was a· aehoolmaster in town. The. 
only tinie that the children had a· vacation was when· a. schoolmaster left 
. . .. · . . . '• 
before a~otlier _was JO,red,. Anoth~r regulation was tbiat those pupils ~hose 
parents were unable to pay the tuition .required by the · t.own· were not. al-
lowed to warm themselves by the fire. · 
Some ofth~ regulations :f'or admis~ionto tb.e b.ighschool were as 
. . . . 
follows: a pupil must have reached the age of twelve and be. of' good 
moral conduct; an examination for admission had to be taken; and the 
. . . . . 
course. of- illstruction WaS to continue three years. The school year' of'· 
·. ' ' ', .· ... · ~ 
· 1858-1859 began in May, 1858, and c_ontinued until the .next March. · 
46original :Records sf :the Beverly School Committee, 1826-1864. 
Home Life 
~ home. The kitchen was the most cheerful and homelike room 
in the colonist•s·home. Here the fireplace was located and around it 
most of the activities of the house were centerea..47 
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A vivid picture of .the old-time fir~side is found in John GreEmleaf 
·Whittierts poem, Snow-bound: 
. . ' . . ·, 
. ' . 
We piled with care, our nightly stack 
or wood against the chimney bacll:-
The oaken log, green, huge, and thick, 
And on its top the stout back-stick; 
The kriotty·fore-stick.laid apart~ 
And filled between with curious art 
The ragged brush; then hovering .near, 
We watched the first red blaze appear, 
Heard the sharp crackle, caught the gleam 
On whitewashed wall and sagging beam, 
Until the old., rude-furnished room 
Bur.st, flower-like, into. rosy bloom. 
. ' .- : ·. ' -
The infJ..ammable catted chimneys. of logs and clay were first used. 
These soon gave way to chimneys o:t stone, built with projecting inner 
ledges on which rested a ·;,a.r .called a lug pole or back bar. The bar was 
made. of green wood which charred slowly. With continuous use the bar 
. would finally become so charred that it would break off, sometimes up• 
setting whole kettles of food. Later the back bars were made of iron. 
On these bars were iron hooks to which pots and kettles were hung over 
the fire. The huge iron pot, a necessary utensil in every home, some• 
times weighed forty pounds and lasted many years. All the vegetables 
were boiled together in these iron pots. 
47se~ "Picture of colonial kitchen in the Balch house,nAppendix 
I, P• 1.3.3. 
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The earliest and most natural way_ of lightin~ was by pine knots_. 
The knots were sometimes called pine torches. As herds of cattle fn .. 
- . . .; 
creased, the farmer saved every ounce of tallow and each fall the house-
wife melted it ~nd poured it :I.nto- candle mol(ls,. Wax candles were also 
made with the wax from bee hives a,nd bayberries. 
It was a long time before the colonists began to use the great · 
supply of fish and w·ba.le oil in lamps of pewter and glass. · ltBetty-lampsn 
were the first lamps used which burned oil. They were smr:~.ll, shallow · · 
_ receptacles With -.~·projecting spout. The container. was filled with tal-
. . . . 
low,'' grease, or oil, :and a piece of cotton rag or course wick was placed 
so tba.t when lighted the end hung out on the spout. From this wick a 
smelly flame fiicke~ed.48 . 
Household utensils. The_ housewife of colonial times did not have 
any of the modern furnishings ri.ow available. to. every homemaker. . In the 
early days of the colonies' a series of boards laid 'on trestles were us~ 
.. · . ·.. . .. .· 
for_ a dining room table./ Sirice 'the' :table was a board, the ·tableclOth was 
. . 
called a board cloth. . Napkins wer~ . coiiiJD.'()nly u:;~ed because much of the eat-
ing was done wii;h t}le fingers. 
Dishes and silverware were. limited in. amount and Qrude in style. 
·Most of the spoons owned ,by the c~lonists were of pewter. Wooden spoons 
were used to some extent, but si:Lver spoons· were scarce. Forks were not 
common and few colonists had any. -For plates the colonists used- wooden 
trenchers. Sometimes they were sim~lyblocks of wobd whittled out by. 
hand. Few families had one of these for. each person: •. Us'lJB.lly two people 
. . ' . . ' 
_ ~le, A. M., Home Life in Co~onial Da:ni, p. 43 •. 
~te from one trencher. 
~. The basic foods of the colonists were not too varied. 
Fir:~h of all ldndr:~ were plentiful and could be easily ~aUght.. Next to 
. . . : . 
fish the colonists found· Indian co~·io be their.·most unfailing food . 
. .. . . 
crop. Pumpkins could be raised·· as ef:l.sily as corn but did not have as 
. . ' . -
much appeal to the colonir:~ts· •. · Vegetables r:~U.ch ·as .turnips and carrots 
were raised.. Waterfowl and wild game were plentiful. 
. . 
Child life. The life of .the colonia.l children was very di!fer..: 
ent from that of todayir;~ children. The newborn Puritan infants received 
a: chilling welcome, especially in winter, not only because the hOuses 
- ' . ' . . 
. were pobrly heated but because they were .taken·~ the meeting house to 
. . . 
be baptized on the Sl:mday following. their birth~ This practice caused 
the death of many children. '• .-
- . . . - . . 
It was not uncommon for a. family to·. have fifteen or more children~. 
• They were given. such names as ~perieri.ce, Tbariks, · Desire, ·Supply, and 
·. ' .. . . 
Patience. Sometimes only three or four children in a large family liVed 
to. become adults. Among the conmio~ diseases of the children were wo~, 
rick~ts, and fits. These were treated with medicines made from snails.49 
. . 
The young Puritans bad fe'W· g~es and were allowed few amusements. 
For instance, the.boys were not allowed to. go'swimlliing, and it was. the 
·tithing man's job to keep them .. frolll: do:ing so.· Skating in winter, however, 
- . - ' 
. . 
. . . 
was not banned. A game called "wicket," similar to croquet, was. played by· 
boys on the .common. 50 .A kind of f<mtball 'was played by barefoot boys in 
.. 
49:krle, A.· M., Customs~ Fashions i!! Old New England, P• 6. · 
.. 50Ibid.·, p. 18. 
streets, ~nes, or sandy beaches. It must be remembered that colonial 
children· helped share the' work,. ~nd. as a result, games and all types. of 
amusements were not· as importa,nt or· as necessary as th~y seem to. be at 
present. 
Puritan children were taught to show respect and honor to their . 
parents. When parents returned home. after-:being away_, they were met by 
the children. who removed their· bat.s. and bowed b.ef'ore them. At meal tinle · 
· the_ children often stocd to eat while parents sat at the table. · Any · 
child who disobeyed or showed disrespect to his parents was severely 
whipped. 
Community cooperation. .e.n :l.mportalit characteristic of the colo ... 
nists was neighborline~s. They coUld turn to any who lived around them 
' ' ' . . ' 
and s~ek help ~ tim~ of siclmess·, ask for friendly advice, or get help 
.· ". . . ·. .. . ' 
for a house-raising,; ·These folk were dependeht upon one another. 'fhis 
. . . 
neighborliness was narrOW in that it WaS re.stricted to their OWn toWnS• 
people. A strang·er or newcomer in. :town was looked upon ·with a bit of 
suspicion. . This characteristic is f!om,ewhat prevalent iri areas c£ New 
England tOday. 
SUlD,IIlB.ry 
By living and working together.,. the settlers of Beverly built a 
thriving- comimmity. Homes w;ere 'built first,_ followed later by the 
. . . . 
erection of the First Church :which became the cent.er of the life of .the 
town. During the early years of' the' settlement; the colonists on the 
Cape Ann Side atterided ~he First C~-ax:ch in Salem. Because of the incon• 
_venience of the ferry, however, the.settlers were granted permission to 
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procure. the services of an approved teacher. By 1656 a meetinghouse was 
·built, and in 1667 the First Chlli"ch was organized. Interesting events 
associated with the church were the witchcraft trials and the formation 
of a Sunday school. 
Following the organization of the church in 1667, the town became 
independent of Salem and was incorporated in i668. Town affairs we~e 
taken care of by means of. the town meeting at which the town officers, 
. called selectmen, were elected. They attended to the town business. 
Little by little schools were provided aD.d attempts made to improve the · 
educational system. One of the biggest achievements of the town was the 
sponsoring of· the building ·of Essex Bridge in 1788. The town continued 
to grow and in J.894 was incorporated as a city. 
i 
CHAPTER V! · 
WAR CRIES 
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The hope of making a better and happier life for themselves and 
their children had led many people to the new world. The first struggle 
came when the colonists had. to defend and secure the lands claimed·. by 
the· French and the Indians. In the· war to follow freedom was· gained 
from the mother country. This freedom has been maintained throughout 
the years by other struggles which have arisen. 
Intercolonial Wars 
Causes for alarm. The first signs of enmity were evidenced by 
unrest among the Indian tribes. It soon became obvious that better · 
organization of the 0 train-bands,n men trained to protect their settle• 
menta, was necessary, for the colonists could never be sure of a peace-. 
ful night's rest. The Agawam Indians we:t"e often in town where tb.ey felt. 
secure from their enemies, ·the Tarrantines. Indians from the-Connecticut 
River valley ~lso sought she~ter amcmg ~he English, from the Pequots. 
With these Indians in their ,midst, the colonists constantly felt the 
threat of' danger. The Pequots thought of the English as invaders, and 
would annoy and even kill ~omen and children who had not of'fenied them 
directly. 
The day was fast approaching when the settlers were. going to have 
to rise up ~· defense of their. homes and families. As early as 16.36 
' ' 
Thomas Lothrop volunteered to serve in an expedition against the Pequot 
Indians. Lothrop was given a captain• s command under Major Sedgwick. 
He and four other. Beverly men were at the capture of St,. Johns and Port 
Royalin 165.4~1 
. . 
Compl.S.in:ts ·came .from Captain John Mason of. Saybrook, Connecticut, 
asking for help from the.l!IJassaclmsetts Bay an<i Plymouth companies~ In 
, • '· . r . ·, ', -, ·• 
December, 1636, three regiments 'Ylere organized; one in Boston with John 
Winthrop, Sr. as ·c-olonel, one ih. Charlestown with John Haynes as colonel, 
and one in _the Saugus...S~lem area under John Endecott as colonel. These 
regiment~· j 6ined ~son at Saybrook. . The soldiers· were well supplied with 
. . 
beef, fish, oil1 vinegar, and 9 strong water,Q or:wine, three barrels of' 
.. - ' 
oatmeal, many matelie'~, f'l6U.r, several firkins. or· butter, cheese, cod.lines 
and hooks, and. ·k~ttles. They_ldll~d many Indian$, captured others to be . 
sold into slavery, burned their wigv;ams, and destroyed their corllfields. 
_The conflict extended from Long Island~ New York, to New Haven, Connecticut,. 2 
The soldiers. The colonial soldi.er's clothing as well as their weap ... 
ons was varied.· TheY wore monmouth caps or' wide;..rimmed. hats lined with 
. brown leather:; doublets of' leather • with oilskin hose, leather vests and 
breeches, and 1ow cut shoes with buckles. The wealthy were the onlr ones 
allowed to wear ~oots •. Sometimes the soldiers carried a k!l.apsack of' ·oiled 
. . . . 
.. leather in which they carried such· articles as towels,· extra wear, or what-
ever.other comforts loVed ones at home' put in.3. 
'. . . . . 
·. . 
Some of the so:idiers were called 0 pikemenu peeause of 'fihe nature of 
their equipm.ent •. A pikelllBJi's outfit consisted of a headpiece made of 
18. 
lcarr, Irene, Glimpses of Commun~ty ill.! in Beverly, ·1626~186~, P• 
2Robinson, F. T •, 0Soldiers of Ye Olden Times, n in Beverly Histori-. 
calCollections Scrapbook, no •. 5, P• ll,. 
3Ibid.,, P., J2. 
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varnished leather or thin steel; a metal gorget, fitting closely around 
the neck and extending a few inches out over the shoulder as well as com-
ing to a point in back and front; a guarded handle cutlass; a breast and 
back plate of' steel or leather; and a 0 pike" or barbed spear pole ten to 
sixteen feet long.4 
Other soldiers, called the ttmusketeers, 11 each carried a wheel,.-· 
lock musket with a four foot barrel, a rest to steady the musket, and a 
. . . 
bandelier which hung over the left shoulder and across the body from which· 
. was suspended by leather strings twelve packages of powder and one bag of 
bullets. Each'musketeer was also provided with a twisted two rope, used 
as a match for igniting the powder, and was usually wound around ·the body} 
For their services the J!!.USketeers and pikemen received 20 shillings . 
per month, sergeants 30 shillings, and the officers were allowed gratui-
ties from the eoUrt.6 
The training grounds of these men were in Boston in the vicin1 ty of 
the West Street gate of the commons. The companies had about sixtY""four 
men each. The men were given a week's notice of the monthly service day. 
I£ a ~ failed to appear he was fined not more than 20 shillings, put ill 
stocks, or given any other punishment common to soldiers of the time. 
Mili~ary activities. Soon after the beginning of King Philip's War· 
in 1675, Captain Lothrop of Beverly was chosen to command a company of 
Massachusetts infantry forces in the western _part of the province.. The 
company was made up of ·men sel.ec~ed from the best families of Essex: County 
'4Ibid., p. 13.-
;Ibid., p. 13. 
6 . 
Ibid.' p. 12. 
• 
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and named the "Flower of Essex.0 
The .pre·sent day count;v of Worcester and the region along th~ · 
Connecticut River were iri.fested with hostile Indians. !he "Flower of 
Essex" made extensive marches through the north~rn wo.ods and did service 
in ~he Brookfield are~ in search, of the enemy in the year 1675. Head• 
quarters for troops :stationed in the area for the protection of settlers 
was made at Hadle;v. 
It soan became necessary to increase the food supply because of 
the co:p.centration .()f _troops at Hadley • Since a large amount of wheat had 
been stacked at Deerfield, it was neces~ary to find -some means of having· 
'< • ' • . . 
it threshed- _tmcl brought to Hadley. Captain L(it~o:P 'and his men voluntee]:'ed 
to do the job and secured the gr~in. On the return trip, after passing 
through the thiekl;v wooded area where an attack had been anticipated, they· 
stopped at Muddy Brook in South Deerfield. _Here they considered themselves 
comparatively safe.· Since the forests were abtmdant with clusters of grapes,· 
it is thought that a portion of the company and teamsters may have dispersed 
to gather some of them. It was at this fatal nioment that seven or eight 
h.und.i-ed Indians poured a deadly volley of gunpoWder and arrows on the un-
suspecting company. Before the stru~gle ended, Captain Lothrop and nearly 
the entire company were destroyed. It bas been estimated that from s:Lxty to 
ninety nien perished; among them were J'osiah Dodge, Peter Wood.bery, and iohn. 
Balch of Beverlye. The stream beside which the brave men fell waS there-
after called Bloody· Brook. 7 . 
Kirig Philip t s War spread alarm throughout the province and resulted 
7 . Stone, E. M., History ;Qi Beverl:y, p. 27. 
so 
in precautionary measures being taken in Beverly. Forts were erected near 
_,'., .. 
the meetin~ house, at Bass River, at Mackerel Cove, and near the. house of 
John Dodge, Sr. 
Incensed by the episode at 'Deerfield, ·william Balch, Lot Conant, 
John Traske, Thomas Rayment, William Dodge, William Rayment,. John Podge, 
and other Beverly men joined a company under the command of Joseph Gardner 
of Salem. They set out on an expedition against Fort Narragansett, Rhode. 
IsJJ.ind, in late December, 1675. A:fter being joined by other colonial 
I 
forces, they marched on the Indian stronghqld and captured it after a· 
three hour struggle.s 
Captain William Rayment, with a company of Beverly men, joined Sir 
William Phipps of Maine on an expedition against the French in Canada in 
. . 
. . 
1690. The land forces amounted to about 2,ooo·men. The fleet engaged to 
carry the men arrived on October 5th and 1,200 to 1,300 men were carried 
to land. All attempts ·to capti.lre Loui~:~burg failed,, and the men returned 
to their vessels which sailed immediately for New England~, 
. . 
This endeavor bad been- encouraged by the provincial government. To 
promote participation in the ex:pediti~n, the- government 'said that all ex-
penses would be paid from the spoils of the enemY-. The province found it ... 
self in an embarrassin·g situation when the vessels returned without their 
spoils • 
. Governor Shirley made. the statement that the axpedi tion had cost the 
single province of Massachusetts about£50,000, as well.as the loss o£ many 
young men by a fever that raged in the camp and .several eases·· of distemper 
. g:Ibid., pp. 28 ... 29. 
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that occurred on. the voyage home~· The province suffered so greatly from 
the results of this expedition that it was many years before it recovered 
from it.9 
Captain Rayment and his men faced the same dangers and priwtions 
as did the others in the army. They were later rewarded by a grant of 
J.B.nd. 
During one of the Intercolo'nial Wars, a merchant. sailing from the 
port of Beverly was captured. and taken to one of- the.· islands of the West. 
Indies. After much pleading, the captain and his crew were to be released 
upon payment of a certain amount of ransom money. This coUld not·be paid 
lmtil they. returned. to Beverly for the money, which was permitted only on. 
the condition t.ba t a hostage be_ left in their custody. One of the crew 1 
named Hill, was placed· in prison with the threat that he would receive no 
food if the captain did not.return on the specified day. Upon his return 
to Beverly, the captain was detained in getting the money, but arrived 
back in the West Indies just in time to save Hill from death. Hill re-
covered from the :f'eeble state caused by privation and lived for several. 
years to tell the story of the suffering endured in the French prison. 
The last of the Intercolonial Wars in the colony became· known as 
the French and Indian War, which was an echo of the Seven Years'War being 
carried on between England and France in Europe. 
In 1754 Dr. Hale received a colonelts commission and was placed in_ 
command of a regiment in the ex:pedi tion against Louisburg, the French 
stronghold. A company of BeverlY men under the command of Captain Benjamin· 
Ives, son-in-law of Colo~el Hale, was enlisted. The men from Massachusetts, 
I 
I 
I 
• I 
S2 
New Hampshire, Rhode .Island, and Connecticut :were under the command of 
. 10 General William Pepperrell. 
The hardships of this venture ·were. un];>aralleled in all preceding 
operations. For fourteen successive nights the army labored, drawing can-
non and other necessary supplies for two miles through a swamp to their 
. . 
camp. These men performed labor beyond the power of oxen. The work had 
to be done at night or in. very foggy weather because it was within clear 
view and gunshot of the enemyt s walls. 
The fall of Louisburg astonished all of Europe and was cause for 
great rejoicing in the colonies. The colonial troops, however, were ig• 
nored as a factor in their· success, the British taking all the glory. 
Colonel Hale was deeply wounded . by this attempt to take :from the 
provincial forces the recognition that was justly theirs. In writing to 
his friend,· Colonel Pickman, he referred to an account of the battle given 
iD. a London magazine. He said, "It is well known to everyone engaged in 
the expedition, that the British fleet never fired a gun, nor lost a man, 
except by sickness, though they have the credit of taking the place." He 
suggested that it was a prevalent impression among the English that it was 
"impossible that a New England man .could be good for anything11 of military 
character. Colonel Hale also pointed out that the great error of the British 
government was the appointment of English officers to command troops raised 
in the eolonies.11 
10Ibid., p. 42• 
11Ibid.' pp •. 43-44· 
8.3 
Revolutionary War 
Precautionary measures. Probably no other war in history was entered 
upon with such a lively interest by the people of Beverly as was the Revolu• 
tion. The repeal of the Stamp Act in 1765 was celebrated by bon£ires and 
other demonstrations. Additional violations of their colonial rights were 
condemned in no uncertain terms. 
From. time to time measUres were adopted for resisting and obtaining 
redress of grievances. The town unanimously agreed on the non-importation 
plan and tried to abolish the use of tea, as the East India Company held a 
monopoly on its sale. This idea was popular with those who instigated the 
plan, but the delicious China plant was enjoyed too much to .. be renounced 
by all. 
Interesting stories are told about this secret enjoyment and the 
indignation shown by some of the men whose patriotic spirit helped them to 
maintain the most rigid self-denial. Sometimes, to escape detection, the 
women would go to the cellar to drink their tea. One patriot arriving home 
unexpectedly found a tea party in full swing. He said nothing, but got re~ 
venge by putting a large Uquid" of tobacco in the teapot. 
The town proceeded with moderation and caution. There were no threats 
of revolt, but the people firmly expressed their determination to preserve 
their rights. Henry Herrick, their representative, received a letter of in• 
struotion on October 21, 1765, in which they said:. 
We cannot, without criminal injustice to those glorious princes, · 
King William and Queen Mary, or to the memory of our venerable fathers, 
nor without the highest injustice to ourselves and to posterity, con-
sent to yield obedience to any law whatsoever, which, by its natural 
~ . . 
constitution or just constitutio~, deprives us of the liberty of 
trial by. juries, or our choosing G!teet:l persons to represent us 
in the assessing or taxing our estates for his Majesty's service. 
And we do accordingly advise and instruet you, our representative, 
to refuse your consent, in any such case, and do all that in you 
lies, to ~event all unconstitutional drafts upon the public 
treasury. . · 
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On September 17, 1768, Henry Herrick was chosen as a delegate to 
attend a convention consisting of men from Boston and other surrounding 
towns. Again he was advised to 'abstain from any act of disrespect toward 
~arliament or disloyalty to the king.l3 
other important steps were taken by the town. From 1773 until the 
close of the war, the town faithfully appointed men to act as a committee 
of correspondence and safety. Some of these were the well known Henry 
Herrick, Larkin Thorndike, Andrew Cabot, Joseph Rea, John Conant, and 
William Dodge. 
A county convention was held in Ipswich on September 6th and 7th, 
1774, to consider public af'fairs. Beverly was represented by Benjamin 
Lovett, Samuel Goodridge, and Joseph Wood. In the report drawn up by the 
committee and unanimously accepted by the delegates, they expressed their 
loyalty to the king, but added\ that they were ready to defend their liber-
ties by death if necessary.14 
Josiah Batchelde~, Jr. represented Beverly in a provincial congress 
held at Cambridge .on January 16, 1775• The purpose of the meeting was to 
12Ib.d . t:.t: 
__..:!:,_.' p. -'"'• 
13Ibid.' p. 56. 
l.4ualloupe, A. A., 11The Service of Beverly Men ii1 the Battles of 
Lexington and Bunker Hill," in Beverly Historical Collections, no. 5, p. 
37. 
decide ~pon future steps to be taken which wou1d save the people from 
ruin and to secure those liberties which their ancestors bad enjoyed.l; 
In the same year the town voted to raise fifty-six minutemen, in ... 
eluding officers~ It was voted ~o pay these men, but this was repealed 
when dissatisfaction was voiced by ,.the public, as no other town bad adopted 
the practice. A military watch of four divisions with sixteen men in each 
was formed. A watch house,. was ,to. be built for each division •. A captain, 
officers, and necessary men were appointed by the committee of correspond-
ence to operate the can:i:lon at the fort located on Woodberry's Head. From 
these measures it was eyident that a. crisis in American affairs was not far 
away. 
Birth of ~ American Nayy. Vli th 'the outbreak or the war, oonnnerce 
gave way to the needs of the military, which resulted in the "Birth of the 
American Na'Vj'." When Washington was appoilited Commander in Chief of the 
United Colonies· on January 15, 1775, there was no nav:r. Acting under his 
. . 
' . . . . 
general authority as. comina.llder in chief, he gave army commissions to the . 
ships t captains and mamied them with detachments from his army. 
Te carry out this plan, he turned to Colonel John Glover, one of his 
best qualified men, who was commander of the Marblehead Regiment. He -in-
structed Glover to charter vessels at continental expense and to fit and 
arm them against the British supply ships. 
Before entering upon his military career, Glover had been a cord-. 
wainer, shipownj.ng merchant, and investor in the fisheries. He was a 
Marblehead resident, but had purchased a wharf in Beverly in 1774. From 
15 . . 6 Stone, ~· ~., p. 3. 
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here he carried on his business in the fisheries. It was this short 1 stocky 
Marbleheader who made available the fleet's first craft, the Bannah.16 
It was at Glover's wharf that the Hannah, a peaceful trading schoon-
er, was convez:ted into- an armed warship. On September 2, 1775, General 
Washington issued the following;: 
Order No. 4. 
· Instructions to Captain Nicholas· Broughton 
1. You being appointed a Captain in the army of the United 
Colonies of North .America are hereby directed to take the command 
o:f' a detachment of said Army. and proceed on board the Schooner 
Hannah, at Beverly, lately fitted out and equipped with arms, am-
munition and provisionsat the Continental expense. 
2d. You are to proceed, as ·commander o:f' said Schooner, 
immediately on a cruise against such vessels as may be found on 
the high seas or elsewhere, bound inward or outward to· c:>r from 
Boston, in the service of the llllinisterial A:rrny, and to teJce and 
to seize all vessels laden with Soldiers, arms, ammunition, or 
provisions, £or or from said ~' or which you have good reason 
to suspect are in such service. .Given under my ~lf' at Head-
quarters, Cambridge the second day o:f' Sept. 1775. 
For many years both Beverly and Marblehead have claimed to be the 
WBirthplace of the American Navy. u The dispute between the two comes from 
the fact that the Hannah was converted from a fishing schooner to a warship 
and commissioned at Beverly, as well as sailed from Beverly on her first 
mission. The vessel, however, ·had been built in Niarblehead, was commanded' 
16:sillias, G. A., "Beverly's Seacoast Defenses During the Revolution-
ary War," Historical Collections of the Essex Institute 94;120, April, 1958. 
17Photostat copy of letter written by George Washington to Nicholas 
Broughton, September 2, 1775. 
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by a Marblehead captain, and manned by a crew of mainl.y Marblehead men.18 
The commissioning of this ship is significant as it was the first 
in a series of eight vessels to be fitted out and manned with officers and 
men from Washington• s army by the close of the year 1775. This was the 
first time anything of the sort bad taken place in the new world. 
After setting sail from Beverly, the Hannah captured the first prize 
to be taken by a regularly commissioned Massachusetts vessel. It was the 
British ship Unit:v:, laden ·with military stores. 
The Hannah was not used for long as she was too slow. Therefore, 
Captain Braughton was transferred to the L:vnch. This ship carried a crew 
of seventy-five men and sfx guns, and was ordered, along with the Franklin, 
-when ready, to cruise in the Gulf of the St. Lawrence. It bad been hoped 
that they would be able to interrupt two English trarisportis which were ex-
pected at about this time on their way to Que bee. When the ships finally 
set sail, they failed to find the English transports. 
l 
Washington was displeased with the leisurely way in which Colonel 
Glover had fitted out these vessels in Beverly, In a letter to Colonel 
Moylan he questioned Glover's management of the affair. Moylan defended 
Glover by saying he thought Glover had done his best, and gave as reason 
for the delay the faot that a person should not be employed in public af-
fairs in a town where he was . too well known.19 
Privateeriqg. Vessels other than those commissioned by Washington 
also took part in the struggle at sea. The pri"l1ateering ships in most 
18nowdell, v. J. Jr., 0The Birth of the American Navy,tt United 
States Naval Institute Proceedings 81:1253, November, 1955. 
19Galloupe, _sm. cit., P• 41. 
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respects, except ownership, were much the same as the state and national 
war vessels, and their officers received the same title as in the regular 
service. The officers' uniforms of the early privateers of Ma.ssachusetts 
were green and: white and t~ flag a green pine on a white background. 
A letter of marque authorized a merchant ship, with a cargo cleared 
for some port, to take any prize that ~ght come her way. These ships car-
ried small crews and fewer arms than did the privateers. 
From the beginning of the war until its close, Beverly was largely 
engaged in privateering. Between March and November, 1781, fifty-two ves-
sels, carrying 746 guns and crews of 3,940 men, were fitted out and chiefly 
owned in Salem and Beverly. 20 
The first privateer armed and sailing from Beverly was the brigan-
tine Retaliation. She was of 70 ton burden, carried 10 guns and 70 men. 
On her first trip, in the area of the West Indies she captured four prizes 
from the Jamaica Fleet. These were laden with sugar, coffee and rum. When · 
they reached Beverly harbor, the wharves presented a busy spectacle.21 In 
the fall of 1777 the Retaliation was captured by the British and taken to 
Halifax. Its captain, Eleazer Giles, was the first Beverly captain taken 
prisoner.22 
In the autumn of 1775 a privateer schooner sailing from Beverly was 
seen by the British warship Nautilus, which immediately gave chase. The 
2Dstone, .QB. ill·, p. 70. 
2lsee npicture of Beverly Harbor, 11 .Appendix J, p. 134. 
_ 
22Howe, o. T., Beverly Privateers i,n the American Revolution, pp. 
336-337. . 
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captain, realizing his danger, came back into the harbor and gro'W'l.ded on 
the flats. The Nautilus dropped anchor outside the bar and opened fire on 
the town.. Shots were fired·. at _the meeting house· and other buildings close 
by were also struck and. damaged.~3 ····.· ~ · · · 
. ., 
Many of the women- -of the town hastily retreated to places of safety!> 
Some who were ttmade of sterner stuff'' paid little attention and continued 
with their daily tasks. One woman, whose house was in direct range of the 
meeting house, was encouraged to leave her home •. To this she replied that 
she felt no alarm; furthermore, she·was heating her oven, the bread was near• 
ly ready, and she co1illd not think of leavingl She finally was convinced that 
she was in dang~ if she stayed~ but as she was passing around the southeast ... 
ern corner of the common, curiosity overru1ed her fears, if she bad any, and 
climbing upon the wall she. stood in :full view of the enemy to see what was 
going on. A cannon ball which struck the earth near her hastened her de-
parture. 
The Nautilus soon found itself in rather an awkward position, as the 
receding tide left the vessel aground and at such an angle that its guns 
were ineffective. In the meantime men from EOspital Point had opened fire, 
and men stationed among the rocks made an;r attempt to go on deck hazardous. 
The Nautilus lay at anchor until the tide came in; they then weighed anchor 
and put out to sea. 
This episode jolted the town into action. Breastworks were throwil 
. . 
up at Woodberry's Point and Paul's Head and furnished with cannon. 
Probably the most famous and successful of all the privateers sailing 
23 . . 
· ·Stone, ,.Q:Q• c~t., P• 64. 
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from Beverly was the Pilgrim• It was. built at Newburyport, Massachusetts, 
for Mr. Cabot and sailed with Hugh Hill as captain. Hugh Hill was just 
what one would expect of a privat.eer captain. He was of immense size, mus-
cular, courageous, courteous to· the fair seX, and above all, not burdened 
with scruples. As captain of the Pilgrim, he sent eleven prizes to Beverly 
and to several other ports. He resigned his ~ommand on March 24, 1780 and 
was succe~ded by Joseph Robinson of Salem.24 
Captain Robinson was as successful as his predecessor, and by the 
' 
. fall of 1782 he had sent twelve prizes to Beverly and others to France, 
Spain, and Martinique. 25 On the 5th of January, 1781, in the West Indies, 
the Pilgrim gave chase to· a large English vessel. Captain Robinson set 
English colors, and after the usual questions were asked and answered, the 
English flag was brought down by Robinson's men, Amari~ colors set, and 
the first shot fired broadside. The answer came immediately from the ~. 
· The captain of the Mary was wounded at the very beginning and soon after was 
killed •. His last words were 11keep up the fight." After several guns were 
dismounted, three feet of water ·acourmilated in the holds, five men killed., 
and seventeen injured, the ~ was forced to surrender. 
Bilboa, Spain was the mecca for many of the privateers cruising in 
European waters. It.was here that most of the privately armed ships had 
agents from whom moneyeould be obtained, and the men would go on a spree. 
The Spaniards did not appreciate the wild privateers invading their wine 
24u •t "2.t:Q· uawe, .2E• OJ. ., P• .;I;,/ • 
25Howe, o. T., ttBeverly Merchant Marine ~d Privateers Active in the 
War of the Revolution,tt Beverly Evening Times, April 16, 1921. . 
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shops and disturbing the qUiet streets of their town~ But, if they did 
not like the rowdiness of these men, they did like their money, so little 
was ever said. In 1781, Gardoque, Mr. Cabotts agent, wrote, "We have never 
had such an unruly set of officers as Capt. Hill has aboard." Undoubtedly 
he referred to the Cicero which was a privateer in disguise.26 
Sooner or later nearly all of the Beverly privateers were to be cap-
tured and imprisoned. Some were sent to Mill Prison in England, some to 
the prison ships in New York ~rbor, some to Halifax, and many were exchanged 
1 d .27 ·.·' or paro e .- -
The year 1782 brought_hope for the American patriots but little com-
fort to the owners of American privateers. Privateering had not proved too 
successful for many merchants, and some lost practically everything they had. 
Several of Beverly's merchants were more fortunate than many of the surround-
ing seafaring communities, and in October, 1781, ~nrued eleven good sized 
privateers. 
The business of privateering encouraged gambling. Using their shares 
of collateral, men bought and sold, and played the game for all it was worth, 
and a fascinating game it was. One successful cruise might win a fortune. 
~ forges. On the 19th of April, 1775, Paul Revere and William 
Dawes rode to Lexington and Concord spreading the news that a detachment 
of British troops had left Boston the night before to take ammunition stored 
by the colonial troops at Concord• When this word reached Beverly, imme-
diate action was taken. Captain Joseph Rea traveled by horse to Beverly 
26 . Howe, .QQ. cit., P• 381. 
27 -lQiS., p. 388. 
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Farms shouting out the news along the way. Captain Caleb Dodge and others 
rode off in other directions to spread the alarm. By late afternoon the 
majority of the male population 'able to bear arms were assembled and ready 
to march. 
The British troops succeeded in taking the store· of ammunition at 
Concord, but the return trip to Boston proved disastrous. All along the 
way the musket shots from the ··minutemen .. hidden ·behind walls, fences, trees, 
and barns caused ~uch annoyance and dange~ until Lord Percy came to their 
rescue. He succeeded til holding the colonial forces off for a time, but 
soon men came pouring in from all quarters. The gupfire continued until 
the British reached Charlestown. One hundred fifty British soldiers were 
killed, wounded, or capt~ed. Reuben Kennison of Beverly was-killed; 
' ' -
Nathaniel Cleaves, Samuel Woodberry~ and William Dodge were wounded.28 
The nearly defenseless condition of the town worried the inhabitants, 
particularly some of the women •. · However, Mrs. Hannah Batchelder, daughter 
of Captain Caleb Dodge, on ·being asked ''Wl;lat should we do if the RegUlars 
come here?n replied, ltDo? Who cares for the Regulars? Let them come; and 
if they dontt behave themselves, wetll take our brooms and drive them out 
of town.n29 
The battle of Lexington and Concord served as a warning that steps 
must be taken if the colonists were to preserve their rights. Money was 
appropriated by the town to help furnish blankets for the provincial army. 
The women went to work weaving cloth, knitting stockings, and making gar-
ments for the soldiers. All calls for aid were met to the best of the 
28Galloupe, .2J2• cit., P• '37. 
29Ibid.; p. '37 ~ 
colonists' ability. 
In 1776, on the land today known as Independence Park, General 
Waslrlngton established an army post. The barracks were built on the 
southwestern side, and the eastern side fronting the sea was used as a 
parade ground with a battery of three guns, one eighteen pounder and two 
nine pounders. The 14th Regiment of the Continental Army, .commanded by 
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. Colonel John Glover, arrived at· .this post on January 14, 1776, to protect 
the town and military stores, which h.t:id been collected here to supPly the 
army in case of need, and also to protect the valuable prizes and their 
cargoes brought into the harbor. 
On the 17th of July, 1776, at the head of Colonel Glover's regiment 
at six o'clock in the afternoon, the Declaration of Independence was pro-
claimed by the order of the Continental Congress and General Washington. 
When Glover r s regiment left town on July 19th to join the main army 
in New York, the citizens petitioned the Honorable Council of the Massachusetts 
Bay to provide one hundred men, 9r such number as they thought necessary, . 
for the safety and protection of the town~ .Captain Joseph Rea was sent to 
replace Colonel Glover's regiment.3° 
Colonel.Ebenezer Francis was one of the most outstanding citizens and 
officers from tb,e town.of Beverly.· Born in Medford, Massachusetts in 1743, 
he moved to Beverly in 1764. Few educational opportunities were available 
to him, but through self education he became a well-informed citizen. He 
was particularly interested in military science and exercises. Very early 
in the war he received a captain's commission from the Continental Congress, 
30woodberry, Charles, Independence Park, Beverly, Massachusetts, p. 
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dated July 1, 1775. In the following year he was promoted to colonel and 
placed in charge of a regiment stationed at Dorchester Heights in Boston 
from August to December, 1776. 
In November, 1776, Colonel Francis was commissioned to raise a regi-
' - ' 
ment under the name of the llth Massachusetts Regiment. Led by Colonel 
Franeis, they marched on Fort Ticonderoga in January, 1777. On retreating 
from the fort, Colonel Francis was mortally wounded. Thus ended the life 
of one of the most promising officers of the Revolution.Jl 
As the Boston ports were closed to trade and shipping, many of the 
colonies sent food and other goods to the people of that city. Beverly 
sent two barrels of sugar, one barrel of rum, five and one-half quintals 
of fish, 105 pounds of coffee, two cheeses, eight pair-of women's and five 
pair of men's leather shoes, one hide of upper leather, three curried caJ£-
skins, 16 pounds of chocolate, 10 pounds of pork, 25 pounds of flax, one 
barrel of flour, one and one~half bushels of corn, arid some money.32 
In anticipation.of _a shortage of bread, the town of Beverly in 1775 
. . ' ' 
ordered the selectmen to purchase 11 500 bushels of .grain and 10 casks of 
rice to be disposed of wisely. Similar measures were ta~en with ammunition, 
and a fine of 10 shillings was imposed ·on anyone who unnecessarily fired off 
any charge of powder. 
On December 25th, 1776, Washington, his troops, and military stores 
were at the bank of the Delaware River, but crossing seemed impossible as 
the river was filled with floating chunks of ice. Washington called far 
3lstone, .Q.E• ill•, P• 74. 
32Ibid .. , p. 82 .. 
volunteers to man the boats for the crossing. Tbe Marblehead Regiment, 
which included men from Beverly, under the command of Colonel Glover, 
stepped forward.· The boats were put in their charge, and the army of 
8,000 men and the ammunition were all safely ferried across in prepara-
tion for the battle at Trenton)3 · 
Wh~ peace finally came in 1783, it was receivedwith great joy 
and lively demonstrations. 
War'of 1812 
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Protests made. Duringthe years 1809 through 1814 the citi1iens of 
~-- .. 
Beverly made frequent protests against the embargo· and restrictive laws 
of the time, which destroyed the commerce they had worked so hard to estab- ' 
lish.34 
Due to the harm being done to the merchant trade and the repeated 
attacks by the British fleets along the American coast, delegates from New 
England met. at Hartford, Connecti~ut, on D.ecember 15, 1814. George Cabot 
of Beverly was chosen president of what has become known as the "Hartford 
Convention.'' The delegates made protests against acts of the central govern-
ment which were proving harmful to the merchants. They also questioned 
whether the Union had not proved a failure, and whether the only remedy was 
not a recqnstruction of states on a new basis. · This aeemed like treason to 
33sanborn, N. P., General .John Glover and .ff;t§ Marblehead Regiment 
,U! the Revolutionary War,. p. :30. 
34ober, F. A., UBeverly," in History of Essex County, vol. 1, p. 
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the rest of the country. With the ending of the war, their protest became 
useless)5 
·Although Beverly found itself in a conflict of which it did not ap-
prove, soldiers were furnished to man the defense posts, especially along 
the coast, and sailors for service at sea. 
Services rendered. There were three companies of militia with some 
:350 men enrolled. · The coast guard consisted of a sergeant• s guard of 15 
men, with a sergea.nt and two musicians. In the event of an alarm, they 
were to report ~o Hospital Point ) 6 
As early as 1808 an octagon shaped powder house was erected on 
. . I 
Prospect Hill. Up to this time the powder bad been stored in the base-
ment of the First Church and on the commons. 
Many sailors were taken prisoner during the war. Peter Woodbury 
was probably one of. the. best known •. He was a sailor aboard the Constitution 
and during a sea battle was wounded while at the helm. 
The chasing ashore of a ship belonging to Manchester at Mingo t s Beach 
by a British man-of-war brought the war close to home. ~he British destroyed 
her cargo and· set her on fire. The :f'ire was put out by the inhabitants of 
the area. Alarm spread as a resti.l.t of this episode, and the town turned to 
. the state to provide cannon and a.liiiliil1'l.ition. Meetings were held to eXercise 
with the two brass six-pounders which the state had furnished• This contin-
ued until 1Sl5 when word was received that the treaty of peace had been 
3~riggs, L. c., History and Genealogy~~ Cabot Family, 1475--1927, 
vol. 1, p. 74. 
36see ttPioture of ligbtho~se at Hospital Po~t~ I! Appendix K, p. 135. 
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signed at Ghent on December 24, 1814. .When word of this arrived on February 
1.3, 1815, the company as~embled, dragged the cannon to Watch House Hill near 
Hale Street, and fired a ·salute of eighteen guns.37 
Civil War 
Public sentiment. The · great struggle which erupted within the 
boundaries of our continent caugh~ fire rather slowly at first but eventual-
ly burned its way into the hearts o£ many of.our countrymen. 
The people of Beverly were not unanimously in favor of the anti-slav-
ery movement, although the majority favored it. rn the year 18.32 immediate 
emancipation began to be .advocated. Lectures were often given on this theme 
and earnest debates held before the Beverly Lyceum. The: following letter 
was written to Congress and signed by eighty.:.five women of the town. 
To the Honorable Senate and .Hol1se of Representative in Congress as-
sembled~ · 
The undersigned women of Beverly, mass. deeply convinced of 
the sinfulness of Slavery and keenly grieved by its existence in a. 
part of our country. oirer which Congress has exclusive jurisdiction 
in all cases whatsoever, do most earnestly petition your honorable . 
body immediately to abolish Slavery in the District of Columbia and 
to declare every human being free who sets foot upon its soil. 
. . . 
. . . . 
We also respectively announce our intention to present the 
same petition, yearly, before your honorable body, that it may be 
at least a "memorial of ustt that in the holy cause o:f.' Human Free-
dom, ttwe have done what we could.n.38 . 
As early as 18.34 an Anti;..Slavery Society was formed in Beverly. The 
.37ober, .!m• cit., p. 720 •. 
.38original letter written to Congress. from 85 women of Beverlyt n. d. 
purpose of the society· was to educate the public in regard ·to the great evil . 
of American slavery.39 
Companies of Beverly. AlthoUgh there had at one time been three mili-
tary companies in Beverly, these had dwindled to one in i860, and it was a 
voluntary association. But this one, Company E, Beverly Light Tnfantry, was 
alert and prepared for action. An order came from Governor Andrew for 
Beverly to be ready if called upon. In accordance with this order, Captain 
Porter notified the men of the company. Sixty-seven men readily volunteered 
for service. 
Company E was the first from Massachusetts to report for duty. On 
April 15, 1861, the order arrived and by night they were ready for duty • 
. Company E joined the Eighth Regiment and left Boston on the 18th of April 
in 1861, arriving in New York on the 19th. To this regimen.t goes the honor 
of having opened the route · to Washington by way of Annapolis and of having 
saved from possible loss the frigate Constitution, the Old Ironsides of the 
War of 1812. It seeni.s that the Ei~hth Regiment had eX:pected to reach the 
capital by way of Baltimore, but that route was now closed. The new route 
followed along the Susquehanna and Chesapeake to Annapolis. A branch rail-
road of seventeen miles connected .Ali.na.polis with Baltimore, but this had 
been partially destroyed. The. Eighth Regiment relaid tracks, and the engines 
and cars were put back in order. 4° 
.. 
Upon their arrival at ·Annapolis, General Butler found the railroad 
engine-house locked up. When it was broken open, they discovered the engine 
39 Ober, ~· cit., p. 722. 
40 7 Ibid., P• 32. 
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all in pieces. "Who knows anything about an engine?0 he asked. Charles 
s. Homan, a native of Beverly, stepped forward and replied, ttr do, Gen-
eral, I made that locomotive, and can repair her in two hours,'' and he 
did.41 
When the Eighth Regiment arrived in Washington; Lincoln said, 
"Three cheers for the Eighth Regiment of Massachusetts, who ean build a 
locomotive, lay railraod tracks; 'and retake the Constitution.q42 
T~ee military organizations represented the town of Beverly in 
the army: Company E of the Eighth Regiment, G of the Twenty_-T.bird, and 
K of the Fortieth. The number of enlisted men from Beverly in the Army 
during the war was 608, . and the navy 7 4. The total number of enlistments, 
counting re-enlistments, was 988. Beverly furnished 32 commissioned of~ 
ficers for the army, most of whom were promoted from the ranks. About 
90 Beverly men iii the army and navy died during the war. 43 
Spanish American War 
Local activities. "Remember the Mainel" was on the lips of many 
people, which helped to popularize the war in Essex County. Most of the 
men who served were in the National Guard or from the organized militia. 
Some of the larger cities in the county furnished as many as five. to nine 
hundred men. Four infantry regiments met at the Framingham camp ground.s. 
The second of these regiments was the first to leave the state. It joined 
~uess, c. M.; The Stort of. Essex Count:r, p. 538. 
. . 
42Ibid., p. 538 .. 
43ober, .Q:Q. ill., P• 735. 
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the expeditionary forces of the Second Cavalry Brigade to go to Cuba. 
The brigade took part in the engagements at Siboney and San Juan Hill, 
losing five men on these battlefields, with four dying later of wounds 
received.44 
~Eighth Regiment.. This regiment of Essex County left in May, 
1898, for Georgia. The great scourge of mobilization. camps of 1898 was 
typhoid fever, caused by lack of knowledge and failure to observe the 
rules of sanitation. Th;e Eighth Regiment, however, strictly obeyed all 
sanitation rules and was cited as 11a modeln by the inspector general. 
Although the regiment had no battl.e experience, it went to Matanza, Cuba, 
. . 
in January, 1899, and held that city for nearly three months. It mus-
tered out on April 25, 1899.45_ 
The World Wars and Korean Conflict 
~ ~ l• The United States entered World War I in 1917. Many 
of Beverlyt s men served in the famous Yankee Division. Assembled in 1917 
under the designation of the Twenty-sixth Infantry Division, Massachusetts 1. 
men formed more than 60 per cent of . its strength. 46 The records at the · 
Adjutant General's office in Boston show that from Beverly during World 
War I, 892 men served in the United States Army, 255 in the United States· 
Navy, and 12 in the United States Marine Corp. 
World X{m;: II. On December 8, 1941, the day following the Japanese 
~ass, .QE• cit.; p. 540. 
45Ibid.,. p. 541. 
4~he Histor:y of ~-- 26th Yankee Division, 1917-1919, 1941-1945, 
compiled by Yankee Division Veterans Association, p. 1. 
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attack on Pearl Harbor, 47 the headlines of the Beverly Evening Times 
were 0 N. E. Accepts Imminence of War Callllly.° From this time on, how-
ever, Beverly's residents cooperated in every way possible to aid in 
defense. Many of the city1 s young men enlisted in the armed forces 
and civilians volunteered their services for jobs at home. Ambassador 
William Phillips, home from his post in Italy for the duration of the 
war, agreed to serve as blackout officer for the city as his contribu-
tion to the local civilian defense program. Besides blackouts and air 
raid drills, there were many other wartime restrictions. Rationing be-
came the concern of every .family. Sugar and gas rationing became ef-
£active in the spring of. 1942. By March, 194.3, point rationing of 
fruits, vegetables, meat, and meat products was established. 
As of March, 1959, the Adjutant General's office in Boston had 
not received. the official World War II records from Washington, D. c. 
From the files at the Beverly Historical House, it appears that .3,484 
men and women from Beverly served in World War II. 
Korean Conflict. The United States entered the Korean Con!lict 
in June, 1950, because of Communist aggression south of the ,38th paral-
lel. The war continued until July, 195.3, when negotiations for an armis-
tice were completed. Thus ended the Korean War which cost the United 
States billions of dollars and thousands of dead, wounded, and missing 
men.48 
Again men from Beverly answered the call of their country to serve 
47Ldnk, A. s., American ~och, p. 502. 
48Ibid., PP• 684, 695. 
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in this war. Among these men was Corporal Joseph Vittori, who is Beverlyts 
only Congressional Medal of Honor :recipient. In 1952 he was given the 
highest award in the nation posthumously for his extraordinary heroism 
as a United States Marine in Korea. Vittori's name was given to the gym ... 
nasium of UMemorial Junior. High Schooltt which was dedicated in 1954 and 
' 
so named in honor of all Beverly men of all wars who gave their lives in 
the service of their country. 
Summary 
Beverly bas PlaYed an active role in all the major wars in which 
this country bas been engaged.· The first of these was the· Intercolonial 
Wars fought against the French and Indians in defense of their homes and 
to secure lands claimed by the French. Several regiments were furnished 
to aid in this fight. The greatest loss was at Deerfield where the Flower 
of Essex Regiment was almost ·completely wiped out by.the Indians. 
. . . 
The greatest co~tributions of Beverly came during the Revolution. 
At the beginning of the war, the schooner Hannah was converted into a war-
ship and commissioned to sail from Beverly under orders of General George 
Washington; thus Beverly is called the B~hpl.ace of the American Navy. 
Many privateers also left .the Beverly wharves, captured many prizes, and 
. profited by it. Land forces participated in the Battles of Lexington and 
Concord and were responsible for aiding Washington in crossing the Delaware 
on December 25, 1776. 
The War of 1812 proved to be one of great disaster because of the 
harm it did to Beverly's well established trade. Although the war was not 
popular, men were furnished to guard the coast and to serve at sea. 
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As early as lS34 an Anti-slavery Society was formed. When war 
broke out between the North and the South, three military companies 
- . 
were sent from Beverly. One of these, Company E, as a part of the 
Eighth Regiment, was responsible for repairing the railroad lines 
which connected Amiapolis with Baltimore, for which they were per-. 
sonally commended by President Lincoln. 
The Spanish American War was supported by the Eighth Regiment 
. . 
of Essex County; a portion of which was made up of Beverly men. This 
. regiment was sent -to Cuba where it held a city. 
Beverly was well represented in World Wars I and n and the 
Korean Conflict. About 1,000 men participated in World War I, and 
more than 3,000 men and women in World War rr, with many of the men 
serving in the famous Yank~e Division. No records have been received 
as to the nmnber who served in the· Korean Conflict. The Congressional 
Medal of Honor was posthumously awarded to Joseph Vittori for extra-
ordinary heroism as a United States Marine in Korea. Memorial Junior 
High School was dedicated in 1954 in honor of all Beverly men of_ all 
wars who have given their lives in the service of their country. 
CHAPTER VI 
BEVERLY TODAY 
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With its locati.on ~d unlimited supply of natural resources, 
Beverly continues to be an. expanding community to~ay. Cultural activi-
ties, civic responsibilities, and industrial opportunities .are available 
to all its residents~ 
Geographic Advantag$s 
Natural setting. Beverly, "The Gar<J,en City," is located on the 
north side of Massachusetts Bay in the heart of the North Shore. It 
covers about fifteen square miles of area: and has nine miles of coast-
line, which is interspersed wit~ sandy beaches and large estates. Al-
though· Beverly is a mixed residentia:t and manufacturing city, the indus• 
triai area is concentrated primarily in· the business section and does 
. . l 
not mar the appearance of the city as a whole. . 
. Of the many beauty .spots in the city, Lynch Park has long been ad-
mired for its spacious, grassy lawns, beautiful trees or many kinds, 
flower gardens surrounded by. well trimmed hedges' and the sandy beach 
which attracts many children and· adults on hot summer days. Dane Street 
Beach, which serves the downtown area of Beverly, West Beach, with its 
organized beach club, and Independence Park are also attractive areas of 
the city. DUring the summer many yachts are .anchored at Beverly Harbor, 2 
where fishing and sidling are enjoyed. At night the lighted spire of the 
lsee 0 Picture of downtown Beverly, n Appendix L, p. 136. 
2see 0Picture of Beverly Harbor," Appendix M, P• 137. · 
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Second Congregational.Chureh, which can be seen from Route 128, .appears 
like a guiding light to commute:t"s making their way homeward from. a busy 
day in Boston. 
Climate.· Beverly has an invigorating and healthful type of cli• 
mate, as does all of New Engla~d. The mean temperature in January is 
34.2° F. The winter temperatures result in weather cold enough to freeze 
flooded lowlands and pondl=l on which skiating is enjoyed. When there is no 
snow here, skiing enthusiasts go to the Berkshires in Wf;lstern Massachusetts, 
or to the White Mountains· in New Hampshire. In July the mean temperature 
is 70.7° F. During the summer, when the thermometer goes higher than this, 
relief is often brought by a gentle sea breeze. The mean annual precipi-
tation amounts to 40.10 inches, which especially benefits the few residents 
who make a 1i ving by farming. 3 
Its People 
Population. According to the state census, in 1955 Beverly1 s pop-
ulation was 31,432, showing an increase of about 3,000 over the federal 
census of 1950. The predominating nationalities of foreign born were 
24.7 per cent of. Canadian other than French; 20.1 per cent Italian; 11.0 
per cent English; lO.Sper cent Irish; 8.2 per centFrench Canadian; and 
5.9 per cent Scottish o:Hgin.4 About 4,000 of Beverly• s residents were 
foreign born. 
Interesting facts,. According. to the federal census of 1950, the 
3Beverly, Hamilton, Wehham Directory-1958, p. 10 •. 
4Ibid.' p. 10. 
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median age of Beverly residents was 32.7 years and the median income 
was $2,991. The median number of school years completed was 12.1. Of 
the 12,000 in Beve~lyts civilian·labor force, 68.4 per cent were males 
and 31.6 per cent were females. The largest group of workers was those 
classed as operatives, followed by craftsmen, clerical, professional, 
and technical workers. The smallest groups were laborers and service 
workers.5 
Persons .Q! note. Beverly has been the home of many notable per-
sons. During the presidency df William Howard Taft, Beverly was the 
scene of the Summer White House. Benjamin Harrison spent the summer 
here the year following his term ·as president. Beverly bas been the 
home of such distinguished persons as Rev. Joseph Willard, D.D., of the 
First Church in Beverly, and President of Ha:tirard College in 1781; 
Nathan Dane, a member of the Continental Congress; birthplace of poetess 
Lucy Iarcom, both Oliver Wendell Holmes, Senior and Junior, and former 
Senator Henry Cabot Lodge, now chief United States Delegate to the United 
liations.6 
Transportation 
Land. .· Transportation . facilities of all types are available to 
Beverly's residents. There are five railroad stations within the city 
served by the Boston and Maine Railroad, with thirty-two trains running 
daily. Bus transportation is provided by the Eastern Massachusetts 
5ncity of Beverly,u·~ and City Monograph, MOnograph no. 55. 
~everly, Hamilton, Wenham Directory-l958, p. 15. 
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Street Railway and Michaud Bus Lines. Five taxi companies are operated 
in the city. 
Adequate highways are provided and maintained for the ever popu-
. lar and most used type of transportation--the automobile. The principal· 
highways are Routes 128, JA, 9'7, 62, and 127 • Route 128, the superhigh-
way, is linked to Boston, New York, and northern New England highways • 
. Routes 127 and JA are heavily traveled on Sundays and holidays by sight-
seers and joy riders. These routes follow the coast and provide pleasant 
scenery for the traveler. 
Air. The city has its own municipal airport. The airport is 
governed by a city commission and until recently had been used mainly 
by private planes. It now has three large .runways which are used as 
emergency landing areas for military and major commercial airline craft. 
An outstanding feature of the airport is the United States Army 
Nike Site, a part of which is located near there, Another part of the 
Nike Site is located off Br:imbal Avenue in North Beverly. The fire con-
trol area houses fire control radar eqUipment. At the launching area, 
the guided missile, Nike Ajax:, is maintained and would be launched in 
the event of an enemy attack. This Nike Site was established in April, 
1957 and.is one of the network of units responsible for the overhead 
safety of the East Coast. 
Cultural Activities 
Music, art, and ~theater. These activities make up a part 
. . 
of the cultural life of Beverly. Musical programs are presented by 
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the Men 1 s Singing Club and The Choristers, a mixed choral group or teen-
agers and young adults. Bands and orchestras in the high school and 
junior high schools give valuable instrumental training to students with 
special interest in music. In 1955 the North Shore Music Company built. 
· a music tent in North Beverly for the summer presentation or musical 
shows from Broadway. The Community Players is an organization made up 
or sixty members. This group presents three dramatic productions a year. 
In 1935 the Guild of Beverly Artists was formed. In 1953 the guild 
was incorporated and became a member of the Massachusetts Association of 
Handicraft groups. Its purposes are to bring together those who are in" 
terested in art and informing its members and the public in the variou.s 
forms of art. 7 
The Beverly Public Library was founded in 1855. At present the 
library contains about ll3, 000 volumes and has a staff or fourteen, in-
cluding the librarian. In addition to the regular library functions, it 
circulates 2,300 books to the public schools and sponsors a Shut-in-ser-
vice. Because of crowded conditions at the library, it is hoped to soon 
expand its facilities by erecting a Children's ·Building on adjacent proper-
. 8 
ty. 
Educational opportunities. The opening of a new junior high school. 
and two new elementary schools is only the beginning of the expansion pro-
gram which the school system is undergoing. Beverly has 15 public schools, 
7nMtisic, Art, Theat;e Entertain.m,ent Plentiful in City,n Beverly 
Evening Times Get Acquainted Edition, Oct. 30, 1956, P• 16. 
8Beverly City Documents-1957, P• 7. 
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which include one high school, two junior highs, 11 elementary schools, 
and one trade school. This year the school enrollment is 6,217. These 
pupils are taught by a staff of about 250 teachers. Plans for a third 
new elementary school are under way as well as a new junior high school. 
There are three parochial schools in the city taking care of the 
educational needs of approximately 1,100 students. 
Beverly has several private educational institutions. Shore 
Country Day School caters to the well-to-do of the North Shore and pro-
vides elementary education through grade nine. Another of these private 
institutions on the elementary level is the Beverly School for the Deaf,. 
which has 99 boarding students. These students are taught speech and 
lip reading by a staff of 13 teachers. 
A more advanced education may be obtained from the two colleges 
located in this city. Endicott Junior College, located at 376 Hale Street, 
was founded in 1939. The school prepares those students who intend to 
continue their education in the junior year at a college or uni~ersity, 
and those who must conclude their formal training with graduation from a 
two year junior college. There are 493 students enrolled, with a faculty 
of 46. 
Gordon College and Divinity School is located at 11Princemere,n the 
former Prince Estate which extends into Essex, Hamilton, Wenham, ,and 
Manchester. The school began in 1889 when a group of men organized the 
·.Boston Bible and Missionary Training School. In 1951 Gordon Divinity 
School moved to the "Princemere". location. and was followed by the college 
when sufficient housing accommodations had·been erected. The total en-
rollment of the college and divinity school is 525, with more than 40 
llO 
professors~ 
In addition to the educational opportunities here, the colleges 
and universities of the Boston area are within commuting distance of 
Beverly and offer broad. opportunities for intellectual ad~cement. 
The churches. _There are twenty~one churches available to the 
residents of Beverly. Sixteen of these" are Protestant, four are 
.Catholic, and one is J:ewish; Most of these churches sponsor youth 
. . 
groups, fellowships, choir,·· and other social activities. The Sunday-
school is also a vi tal part of the churches 1 · programs. 
·Industries 
Importance. PProgress is a key word in describing the story of 
·Beverly's industries. From fishing, commerce, and agriculture of earlier 
days, the community has develope(i into a: prosperous residential-indus-
trial city. _ Beginning with the manufacture of shoes, the city has grown 
to include the world's largest shoe . .machinery plant. In recent years 
the ~nufacture of machine tools, chemicals, metal products, and elec-
tronic devices have helped expand the. city economy. 
However, to help offset the heavY tax burdeu resulting from high 
. - . 
- costs of new schools and the enlargement of municipal facilities, the 
city feels there is a definite need for more industry. Through the 
Chamber of Commerce and the city government, new industries are bein~ 
encouraged to come to Beverly. Route 128 has opened up new land for 
industrial use and is attracting further industry and retail trade here. 
Kinds~- Manufacturing is by far the largest source of employment 
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in the city. The Directory 52! Manufacturers in Massachusetts attempts 
to list all concerns that are manufacturing in the Commonwealth accord-
ing to the city or town in which the manufacturing is done. This dir-
ectory reports that Beverly has 27 different manufacturing companies, 
which may hire from eight to more than a thousand workers. The United 
Shoe Machinery Corporation is the largest manufacturing plant in Beverly 
anCJ. employs about 31000 workers. Ranking second in employees are Bomac 
Laboratories and the Foot Delight_ Shoe Company. Each of the remaining 
24 plants employs less than 100 workers.9 
Wholesale and retail trade is the second most important industry 
group. It is reported-that in 1958 there were 305 firms serving 50,000 
people in the Beverly trade area.10 
Farming and fishing are the only indus:tries in Beverly directly 
associated with the :rJ.atural resources, and these are extremely limited. 
The largest farm is Hood's model farm at Cherry Hill. Fruits and vege-
tables are raised on a few small farms. Most of the fishermen from 
Beverly go out on fleets from Gloucester and also return there with 
their catch. 
Government 
Organization. The basic city charter, as adopted in 1894, is 
still in operation. It is the only one of its kind in the Commonwealth 
of Massachusetts. The so-called mongrel charter has been amended twice 
~uono, I. R., Directory of Manufacturers in Massachusetts, PP• 
1
'13everly,- Hamilton, Wenham Directory-1958, p. 10. 
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and revised once to produce the city government under which Beverly now 
operates. The charter is famous for its checks and balances between the 
executive and legislative branches. The mayor's power to govern the city 
is controlled in most aspects by the Beverly Board of Alderme:n, which in 
itself is unable to appropriate funds or change laws without the approval 
of the mayor •. 
Key~· Although the main operation of the city is in the hands 
of the mayor and the aldermen, these men receive the assistance of num-
erous other individuals. World.ilg directly under the mayor is the city 
solicitor, who is appointed by the chief executive. His duties include . 
providing legal assistance to the entire administration. Another major 
figure in the mayor t s official family is the personal secretary who dir-
ects the operation of the mayor1s office. 
The key man behind the scenes at the board of aldermen sessions 
is the clerk of committees. The alde:rmen are divided into three standing · 
committees: finance and. property, public service and aid, and legal af-
fairs and accounts. Working in close communication with the mayor and 
board of aldermen is the city clerk who is in charge of the volumes of 
records kept b.Y the city. 
Other key officials in city hall are the city auditor, city col-
lector, and city treasurer. The largest department in the Beverly city 
government is the public works department. The commissioner of public 
works is an appointee of the mayor, and this appointment must be con-
firmed by the aldermen. Other boards which direct many city activities 
are the board of health and board of public welfare. 
Much o:f the city business is oonduc.ted through boards and commis-
sions which are paid positions, but many are made up of residents who 
volunteer their services.11 
SUmmary· 
Although the geo~aphlc advantages of Beverly have not changed 
since the first settlement, yet the way of life is quite different today. 
Where Indian trails once wound and thatch roofed huts once stood, there 
. are now busy streets arid highways, homes, factories, and places of busi- · 
ness. Modern conveniences in the home now take the place of the Betty-
lamps and fireplace; and many homemade articles ·have been replaced by 
factory made items such as clothing; soap, and candles. 
Many cultural and, social activities are provided for the residents 
of the city. Music, art, and the theater make up a part of these activi• 
ties. The church continues to play an important role in the lives of the 
people. From the Fir:st Church organized in Jh67, there are now 21 churches 
serving the community. Since the first school was held in the meeting-
house in 1656, seventeen public schools have b~en built and staffed, in-
cluding 13 ~l~m~ntary schools, two junior high schools, one ·high school, 
and one trade school. 
The farming and fishing community o;t' the 1600's bas gradually given · 
way to a well organized, .·.residential-manufacturing city. Manufacturing 
and trade have become_ the chief industries. Since the first planters 
11.1Beverly S~ttled.:.1626, Incorporated as City-1894, n Beverl:r 
Evening Timeg; .~·Acquainted Edition, October 30, 1956, p. :14. 
came to Beverly the settlement has grown until its population has reached 
close to 30,000., , Only time will tell what the future holds for Beverly 
and its people. 
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Map of Beverly Today 
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Appena:tt B 
TIME LINE; 1600 .. 1958 
In Beverly · 
Cape Ann founded-1623 
Naumkeag-Beverly founded...:l626 
Arrival of Endeeott-1628 
Thousand-acre grant-1635 
In United States 
16·0 
l6r:t7-.Tamestown founded 
1619-First slaves imported 
1620-Plymouth settled 
· 1630-Mass • Bay Colony founded 
Ferryestablished-1636 i636-Harval'd established 
Corn mill erected-1647 · · 1647-Mass. school law passed 
First meetinghouse erected · 
. . . . . -1656 
First schoolma.ster·hired · 
First church organized-1667 
Town incorporated~l668 
Deerfield. incident-1675 
Witchcraft trials~l692 
l67;...:King Philip's War 
1682-LaSalle claimed Mississippi 
Valley for France 
1690-Intercolonial Wars began 
17 0 
123 
TIMS LINE: 1600-1958 (continued) 
Trade engaged in by 
Beverly merchants 
1'7.00 
Triangular Trade 
1733_Georgia founded 
. Molasses Act 
124 
1735-Zenger•s trial for freedom of the 
press 
1754-French and Indian War began 
1763-Treaty of Paris 
Repeal of Stamp Act-1765 176;-stamp Act Congress 
celebrated 
Beverly sent goods to-1773 · 1773-Boston Tea Party-port closed 
Boston 
Birth of American Navy-1775 1775•Revolutionary War began 
1776-Declaration of Independence 
1783-second Treaty of Paris 
Essex: Bridge built-1788 
Cotton factory inc.-1789 1789-Washington became President 
1793-8later1 s spinning mill 
1 0 
TDm LINE: 1600-1958 (continued) 
1800 
. 1807-Embargo Act 
First Sunday school-1810 
1812-War of 1812 
Beverly sent delegates-1814 · 1814-Hartford Convention 
. . . ~ . 
Anti-slavery Society-1834 
formed 
125 
1846-Elias HOwe patented the sewing 
machine 
The first newspaper-18 0 
11Beverly Citizentt 
High school established-1857 
City incorporated-1894 
1861_Lincqln became President Civil War began 
.. 1863-Emancipation Proclamation 
, 1867-Purchase of Alaska 
·1870-Standard Oil Company I . 
1898-Spanish American War 
United Shoe :Machinery-1899 
Corp. founded 1900 
TmE LINE: 1600-1958 (continued) 
Endicott College-1939 
established 
19 0 
! -
i 
i 
1917-u.s. entered World War I 
1941-U.s. entered World War n 
1945-United Nations organized 
19-o..;.u.s. entered Korean Conflict 
Gordon College and Divinity-1951 
School moved to Beverly 
Congressional Medal of Honor-19.52 
awarded to Joseph Vittori 1958-Admission.of Alaska voted 
126 
127 
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Appendix D 
Conant-Chipman-Woodbury House 
Appendix E 
The Balch House 
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Appendix G 
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Appendix I 
Colonial Kitchen, Balch House 
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Appendix J" 
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Appendix K 
Lighthouse at Hospital Point 
1.35 
Appendix L 
Downtown Beverly 
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Appendix M 
Beverly Harbor Today 
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